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SYNOPSIS 
SELF EXCITED SINGLE PHASE INDUCTION 
GENERATOR 
Synchronous generators have been traditionally used for 
electrical power generation. Recently the use of induction machines is 
becoming more and more popular over synchronous machines for 
autonomous power generation in remote and isolated areas where 
utility grid docs not exist. The cage type induction machines in 
particular are more simple, rugged, cheap and easy to maintain as 
compared to synchronous machines of same ratings. This makes it 
possible to operate and maintain it using locally available skill. 
To certain extent shaft speed variations may also be tolerated in 
case of induction machine as against rigid requirement of constant 
shaft speed in case of synchronous machine. This leads to some cost 
saving by dispensing the expenses with the speed governor in small 
schemes using induction machine. In absence of a grid, an induction 
generator is excited by reactive power provided by connecting a 
capacitor across its terminals, what is known as "Self lixciied 
Induction Generator" (SEIG). Poor voltage regulation with load is 
considered as major drawbacks of SEIG. The regulation can be 
improved by adjusting the speed or excitation current. As speed control 
is not easy, variation of excitation is commonly employed. A number 
of voltage regulators based on excitation control are possible. 
Conventional regulators for SEIG consist of saturable reactors, 
thyristor switched capacitors, thyristor switched reactor in parallel 
with fixed capacitor and series and parallel connection of excitation 
capacitors. Static condenser (STATCON) is recently being suggested 
for this purpose. For small loads upto 20KW, single phase supply is 
-J^^i»i* 
xui 
preferred due to cost effectiveness of distribution system. Therefore 
single phase SEIG's are used for small scale power generation. 
In this thesis following aspects of single phase SEIG have been 
explored in detail. 
(i) Development of a simple mathematical model for steady 
analysis of single phase, single winding self excited 
induction generator, 
(ii) Use of simple analytical technique for detailed analysis of 
single phase SEIG. Formulation of different performance 
equations and their computer algorithms, 
(iii) Study of effect of prime mover speed variation on the 
performance of SEIG. 
(iv) Computation of excitation var requirements for varying 
load and speed conditions as well as experimental 
verification, 
(v) Experimental verification of the evaluated performance 
under varying load condition, 
(vi) STATCON base scheme for voltage regulation of a single 
phase SEIG is worked out. 
(vii) Complete analysis and design for the STATCON based 
voltage regulation of single phase SEIG is carried out. 
(viii) Transient performance of the above scheme is obtained 
from detailed simulation. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
A=the stator auxiliary winding of SEIG, turns 
ac=the alternating current 
ar=the rotor a-axis on the a-b reference frame 
as = the stator a-axis on the a-b reference frame 
a-winding =the stator main winding of SEIG on as(as winding) 
a -winding =the rotor main winding of SEIG on ar referred to a-winding 
br=the rotor b-axis on the a-b reference frame 
bs=the stator b-axis on the a-b reference frame 
b-winding =the stator auxiliary winding of SEIG on bs(bs winding) 
b -winding =the rotor main winding of SEIG on br referred to b-winding 
CC-VSI=the current controlled, voltage source inverter 
Cj5=the excitation capacitance with d-winding, //Farad 
Cj, =the upper dc capacitor of STATCON, //Farad 
Cj2 =the lower dc capacitor of STATCON, //Farad 
Cq5=the excitation capacitance with q-winding, //Farad 
Cjh =the shunt excitation capacitance of SEIG, //Farad 
D, =the upper diode of STATCON 
Dj =the lower diode of STATCON 
dc=the direct current 
dr=the stator d-axis on the q-d reference frame 
dr =the rotor d-axis on the q-d reference frame referred tods 
ds = the stator d-axis on the q-d reference frame 
d-winding =the stator auxiliary winding of SEIG on ds(ds winding) 
d -winding = the rotor auxiliary winding of SEIG referred to d-winding 
5=the phase angle difference between v^^and e^ ,^ radians 
AL,„, =the small perturbation applied to I i C 
AI^ ,^ =the hysteresis band window 
AVj^  =the small perturbation in Vj^ , 
At, =the ON time of SB (or OFF time of S^) 
Atj =the OFF time of Sg (or ON time of S^) 
^^ (rippie) =the output voltage ripple of STATCON 
e„ = the output ac voltage of the CC-VSI, V 
EEIG = the externally excited induction generator 
f =theper unit frequency of SEIG, p.u. 
f,, =the base (supply) frequency of SEIG, Hz 
fg =the generated frequency or operating frequency of SEIG, Hz 
fj^  =the switching frequency of STATCON at rated load, Hz 
^= the operating power factor angle, radians 
G(z) = the overall transfer function of STATCON connected to SEIG 
with both Z.O.H. and the digital PI controller 
G, = the transfer function of Z.O.H. 
GD(z)=the pulse transfer function of the digital PI controller 
Gj =the transfer function of STATCON connected to SEIG 
Gj, =the transfer function of STATCON connected to SEIG with 
Z.O.H. 
GMT = the generalized machine theory 
GTO=the gate turn-off thyristor 
HCC=the hysteresis current control "^^^^^ 
» > • 
AI^ 
hb=—-^=the half band of hysteresis window AI^  
(M \ 
= the peak value of hb 
V 2 J, 
i^ = the instantaneous value of SEIG current of A, A 
iar^the current of rotor a -winding of SEIG, A 
ijj = the current of stator a-winding of SEIG, A 
i br =the current of rotor b -winding of SEIG, A 
b5 =the current of stator b-winding of SEIG, A 
5 =the instantaneous value of excitation current of SEIG, A 
J =the rms value of i^, A 
„ =the output (generated) current of STATCON, A 
j5 = the rms value of i„, A 
„p =the inphase component of I„, A 
„p,, =the steady state operating point of I„p 
^ =the quadrature component of I^j, A 
„* =in =the computed reference current of STATCON, A 
„j' =the inphase component of i^/, A 
csdm* =the peak value of ij, A 
icsiow =the STATCON current i^ ^ at the lower limit of hysteresis band 
window Al„, A 
•esq* =the quadrature component of i^/, A 
Icsqm* =the peak value of i „ / , A 
icsup =the STATCON current i^ ^ at the upper limit of hysteresis band 
window Al^, A 
Q =the rms current rating of diodes D, and Dj, A 
D(pj^ ) =the peak current rating of diodes D, and Dj, A 
^ =the rms current rating of the capacitor banks C ,^ and C^j, A 
j^ = the average output dc (dc link )current of STATCON, A 
^ =the dc link current of STATCON through one cycle, A 
d,, = the ripple current in the C ,^ during ON status of S^, A 
d^2 = the ripple current in the Cjjduring ON status of Sg, A 
d^  =the magnetizing current of the stator d-winding of SEIG, A 
idr =the transient current of rotor d -winding of SEIG, A 
ni 
ijj =the transient current of d-winding of SEIG, A 
lind "^the rms current rating of L, A 
(Ij„(,)„ = the peak current rating of L, A 
iL =the instantaneous value of SEIG load current, A 
II =the rms value of 11, A 
i^ , =the instantaneous value of SEIG main current, A 
I^ =the rms value of i^, A 
I^ ,p =the inphase component of I^ ,^ A 
l^^ =the quadrature component of I^ ,^ A 
I„ =the peak of the reference current i^, A 
m^ax =the peak value of i^, A 
^ =the magnetizing current of SEIG, A 
q^  =the magnetizing current of the stator q-winding of SEIG, A 
qr =the current of rotor q -winding of SEIG, A 
qj =the transient current of stator q-winding of SEIG, A 
IR =the reference current of STATCON, A 
Ij =the rms current rating of switches S^  and Sg, A 
s^(peak) " the peak current rating of switches S^  and Sg, A 
A ,^= the flux linkage of the stator d-winding of SEIG, Weber-turn 
A^/=the flux linkage of d-winding of SEIG, Weber-turn 
/l^ ,= the flux linkage of the stator q-winding of SEIG, Weber-turn 
A^/=the flux linkage of q-winding of SEIG, Weber-turn 
K|d =the integral gain of the lower loop PI controller of SEIG-
STATCON control scheme 
Kjq =the integral gain of the upper loop PI controller of SEIG-
STATCON control scheme 
IV 
K^ =the proportional gain of the lower loop PI controller of SEIG-
STATCON control scheme 
Kpq =the proportional gain of the upper loop PI controller of SEIG-
STATCON control scheme 
L=the boost (ac filtering) inductance of STATCON, H 
Lir =the leakage inductance of q -winding, H 
LiR =the leakage inductance of d -winding, H 
L,5 =the leakage inductance of q-winding, H 
L,s =the leakage inductance of d-winding, H 
L„ =the magnetizing inductance of SEIG, H 
Lms ~^mq " the magnetizing inductance of q-winding, H 
L^s~L^j =the magnetizing inductance of d-winding, H 
Lrr =the self inductance q -winding, H 
IJRR =the self inductance d -winding, H 
L55 =the self inductance q-winding, H 
Ljs =the self inductances of d-winding, H 
M=the stator main winding of SEIG, turns 
m=the SEIG turns ratio of the auxiliary winding to main winding 
MOSFET=the metal oxide field effect transistor 
n =the inverse of m 
Nj, = Ns =the equivalent turns of d-winding (or b-winding) 
Nq =N5 =the equivalent turns of q-winding (or a-winding) 
Pj^ p = the average rate of energy absorbed by the capacitor 
p^ j =the instantaneous input ac power of the STATCON, W 
P^ j =the averages of the input ac power of the STATCON, W 
PJ, =the instantaneous output dc power of the STATCON, W 
?^ =the averages of the output dc power of the STATCON, W 
Pi„d =the average rate of change of energy associated with L, W 
Pioss ^^^^ power loss in the STATCON resistance Ri^jj, W 
P„ =the output power of SEIG, W 
PsTAT =the input power to the STATCON, W 
p. f. = the power factor of inductive load of SEIG 
PWM=the pulsewidth modulation 
qr=the rotor q-axis on the q-d reference frame 
qr =the rotor q-axis on the q-d reference frame referred toqs 
qs = the stator q-axis on the q-d reference frame 
q-winding == the stator main winding of SEIG on qs(qs winding) 
q -winding =the rotor main winding of SEIGon qr referred to q-winding 
R=the purely resistive load of SEIG 
RL=the inductive load of SEIG 
Rjq =the equivalent resistance of SEIG simplified circuit, Q 
RL =the resistance of SEIG load, Q 
l^oss ~the equivalent resistance representing the losses of STATCON, Q 
R^ ^ =the resistance of M, Q 
R, =the resistance of rotor winding of SEIG, Q. 
Tr =the resistance of q -winding, A 
rjj =the resistance of d -winding, A 
r^  =r^ =the resistance of a-winding (or q-winding), Q 
rg = r^  =the resistance of b-winding (or d-winding), Q 
S^  =the upper switch of STATCON 
SA=the switching function for the ON/OFF position of S^ 
SB =the lower switch of STATCON 
SCR=the silicon controlled rectifier 
SB=the switching function for the ON/OFF position of Sg 
VI 
SEIG=the self-excited induction generator 
SLCVC = the synchronous link converter var compensator 
STATCOM=the static compensator 
STATCON=the static condenser 
SVC = the static var compensator 
t =the time, sec 
r=the per unit speed of SEIG 
u=the inphase unit vector with v^ ^ 
v^ =the switching input voltage of STATCON, V 
v„ =the input ac voltage of STATCON, V 
V„ =the rms value of v„, V 
ct cs ' 
W^ =the output dc (dc link) voltage of STATCON, V 
Vjj =the instantaneous value of dc link voltage of STATCON, V 
d^cer "the dc bus error voltage of SEIG-STATCON control scheme, V 
d^co "the steady state operating point of V^ ,^  
d^cref ^the dc bus reference voltage of SEIG-STATCON control 
scheme, V 
w^ =the transient voltage of rotor d -winding of SEIG, V 
Vjj =the transient voltage of stator d-windingof SEIG,V 
e^r-peak ^^hc pcak crror voltage of the SEIG-STATCON control scheme, 
V 
Vg =the instantaneous value of air gap voltage of SEIG, V 
Vg =the rms value of v^, V 
VL =the instantaneous value of load voltage of SEIG, V 
VL =the rms value of v^, V 
Vq^  =the transient voltage of rotor q'-winding of SEIG, V 
Vqj =the transient voltage of stator q-winding of SEIG,V 
V^ =the peak of v.., V 
vn 
V„^ =V,.p^ =the peak value of v,, V 
r^ef.ptak =^^0 peak reference voltage of the SEIG-STATCON control 
scheme, V 
V, =the instantaneous value of generated terminal voltage of SEIG, V 
V, =the rms value of v,, V 
var = the reactive volt-ampere of SEIG, VAR 
w=the quadrature unit vector with v^ 
co= the angular frequency, radians/sec 
CO, =the rotor angular speed of SEIG, rad/sec 
Xj =the capacitive reactance of C^^, O. 
Xjq =the equivalent reactance of SEIG simplified circuit, Q. 
XL =the reactance of SEIG RL, Q. 
X\^ =the reactance of M, ^ 
X,, =the, reactance of rotor winding of SEIG, Q. 
X„ =the magnetization reactance of SEIG, D 
Zj =the capacitive impedance of C^^ , CI 
ZL =the load impedance of SEIG, Q 
Zy^ =the impedance of M, Ci. 
Zn, =the magnetizing impedance of SEIG, Q 
Z^ =the Rotor backward field impedance of SEIG, O. 
Z^ =the Rotor forward field impedance of SEIG, Q. 
ZT =the loop impedance of SEIG simplified equivalent circuit, Q. 
Z^ =the equivalent impedance of SEIG simplified circuit, Cl 
Z.O.H.=the zero-order hold 
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SYNOPSIS 
SELF EXCITED SINGLE PHASE INDUCTION 
GENERATOR 
Synchronous generators have been traditionally used for 
electrical power generation. Recently the use of induction machines is 
becoming more and more popular over synchronous machines for 
autonomous power generation in remote and isolated areas where 
utility grid does not exist. The cage type induction machines in 
particular are more simple, rugged, cheap and easy to maintain as 
compared to synchronous machines of same ratings. This makes it 
possible to operate and maintain it using locally available skill. 
To certain extent shaft speed variations may also be tolerated in 
case of induction machine as against rigid requirement of constant 
shaft speed in case of synchronous machine. This leads to some cost 
saving by dispensing the expenses with the speed governor in small 
schemes using induction machine. In absence of a grid, an induction 
generator is excited by reactive power provided by connecting a 
capacitor across its terminals, what is known as "Self Excited 
Induction Generator" (SEIG). Poor voltage regulation with load is 
considered as major drawbacks of SEIG. The regulation can be 
improved by adjusting the speed or excitation current. As speed control 
is not easy, variation of excitation is commonly employed. A number 
of voltage regulators based on excitation control are possible. 
Conventional regulators for SEIG consist of saturable reactors, 
thyristor switched capacitors, thyristor switched reactor in parallel 
with fixed capacitor and series and parallel connection of excitation 
capacitors. Static condenser (STATCON) is recently being suggested 
for this purpose. For small loads upto 20KW, single phase supply is 
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preferred due to cost effectiveness of distribution system. Therefore 
single phase SEIG's are used for small scale power generation. 
In this thesis following aspects of single phase SEIG have been 
explored in detail. 
(i) Development of a simple mathematical model for steady 
analysis of single phase, single winding self excited 
induction generator, 
(ii) Use of simple analytical technique for detailed analysis of 
single phase SEIG. Formulation of different performance 
equations and their computer algorithms, 
(iii) Study of effect of prime mover speed variation on the 
performance of SEIG. 
(iv) Computation of excitation var requirements for varying 
load and speed conditions as well as experimental 
verification, 
(v) Experimental verification of the evaluated performance 
under varying load condition, 
(vi) STATCON base scheme for voltage regulation of a single 
phase SEIG is worked out. 
(vii) Complete analysis and design for the STATCON based 
voltage regulation of single phase SEIG is carried out. 
(viii) Transient performance of the above scheme is obtained 
from detailed simulation. 
xiv 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Electrical energy has become an essential necessity to enjoy 
normal facilities in daily life. Electrification of rural areas and remote 
locations is considered an important task for uniform and balanced 
development of a country. Techno-economic difficulties in extending 
power grid to remote locations have led to the concept of autonomous 
power generation from locally available resources[41, 85, 86]. Heavy 
distribution losses and investment in transmission lines and their 
maintenance favour dispensed generation for remote areas. Growing 
concern for environment and depletion of conventional energy 
resources have given rise to emphasis on electrical power generation 
from renewable sources of energy [26, 91, 85]. The naturally recycled 
sources such as solar, wind, small hydro, heads in hilly tracts, bio-gas 
etc. are perennial and are well suited to meet energy needs in remote 
areas [25, 26, 39, 92]. The energy from wind, micro hydro (less than 
lOOKw), micro-gas turbines, oscillating water column in ocean wave 
etc. is harnessed in the form of mechanical energy at the shaft, which 
in turn is converted to electrical energy using an electromechanical 
energy conversion device. Development of an appropriate energy 
conversion system in low power range has taken considerable 
significance. The electric power generation system suitable for such 
application should be economical, simple, rugged and easy to maintain. 
These requirements have renewed the research on technology of 
electric power generator other than conventional generators in low 
power range [28-52 ]. 
Synchronous generators have been traditionally used universally 
for electrical power generation. They can supply both active as well as 
reactive power. However, for small scale generation these are not 
favoured due to various reasons. The need to maintain strictly constant 
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shaft speed requires sophisticated governor system, which adds to cost 
complexity and maintenance. The slip ring and brushes require regular 
maintenance and a separate dc source is also required for excitation. 
Due to these reasons the use of synchronous generators in small 
schemes at remote locations does not find favour compelling the need 
to explore other alternatives [39, 90]. 
Recently, the use of induction machine in general and squirrel 
cage type induction machine in particular is becoming more and more 
popular over synchronous machine [39]. The cage induction generator 
in particular is simple robust and have lower capital cost as compared 
to the synchronous generator of same rating. The induction generator 
does not need a separate dc exciter and related equipment like field 
breakers, rheostat and automatic voltage regulators and therefore 
requires least maintenance. The fault current level of cage machine 
collapses to zero as excitation goes away with terminal voltage. The 
protection and control of the machine is simple and cheap. The starting 
of the machine is also simpler and its synchronization is not required 
when operated in parallel with the other generators or infinite bus bar. 
It also has superior transient performance. Induction generators does 
not require strict adherence to constant shaft speed and some variation 
may be absorbed in slip [39, 90]. Therefore, induction generators are 
well suited for harnessing the electrical energy from wind, biogas and 
small hydro heads specially located in remote and isolated areas. In 
minor hydro scheme projects it is possible to dispense the expenses 
with the speed governor and allow some speed variation. Thus the cost, 
complexity and maintenance of the scheme are reduced [1, 39]. 
An isolated induction generator requires capacitor at its 
terminals for excitation. This is known as Self Excited Induction 
Generator (SEIG). Normally, both cage and wound rotor induction 
generators are used with variable speed prime movers to feed the 
generated power to grid or local feeder with different control schemes 
depending upon economy, simplicity, reliability and ratings. The 
capacitor self-excited cage induction generator specially in single-
phase as well as three-phase mode for small scale power generation as 
a source of isolated supply have become popular in the following 
applications [39]: 
I. For emergency supplies in (a) hospitals, (b) libraries, (c) cinema 
halls, (d) auditoriums, (e) telephone exchange, (f) railway 
booking and signaling, (g) clubs, (h) computers, (i) offices, (j) 
marketing complexes and (k) guest houses. 
II. For small scale power generation in remote and isolated places to 
feed (a) lighting and heating loads, (b) domestic appliances and 
(c) small agricultural applications. 
III. As a portable source of power supply for (a) decorative lighting, 
(b) lighting for projects and construction sites and (c) in vehicles 
such as tractors, buses etc. 
Some of the conventional and non-conventional energy sources 
to feed constant and variable speed prime movers for induction 
generators are as follows [39, 85]: 
I. I .e. Engines: (a) petrol run and petrol start kerosene run engines 
for microsets and (b) diesel engines for minisets. 
II. Hydro-turbines or water wheels: (a) small hydro-heads on the 
streams in hilly and remote areas, (b) heads created by the tidal 
waves, (c) river flow heads and (d) ultra low heads on the canal 
falls. 
III. Wind mills: wind aero turbines with proper gear ratio and 
possible pitch control mechanism. 
IV. Gas turbines: (a) biogas, (b) gobargas, (c) geothermal, (d) 
industrial waste gases and (e) L.P.G. gas. 
V. Steam turbines: (a) low grade coals, (b) waste heat energy from 
chemical industries. 
Both single-phase as well as three-phase SEIG have become 
popular for small scale power generation in the range from 0.5KW to 
250KW. Single-phase supply and distribution system is considered cost 
effective to feed a load up to 20KW; above which three-phase supply 
system is used [44]. Since the single-phase induction machines are 
generally not available in the integral KW rating higher than 5KW, 
single-phase supply using single-phase SEIG is restricted to the load of 
this capacity. In the range 5KW to 20 KW, a three-phase induction 
generator is used as single-phase induction generator. It is excited in 
such a way as to provide single-phase output [41, 54, 59, 65, 73, 78, 
80, 81, 83, 85, 132, 215]. 
Steady state analysis of SEIG is of interest both for design and 
operational point of view [32]. The terminal voltage and frequency of 
SEIG depends on terminal load, excitation capacitor and speed [53]. 
Terminal voltage and frequency are known in case of machine 
connected to infinite bus and prediction of performance is 
straightforward. However, in capacitor SEIG, as an isolated power 
source, both terminal voltage and frequency are unknown and have to 
be computed for given speed, capacitance and load impedance. The 
analysis is complicated due to the magnetic saturation in the machine 
and need to choose suitable parameters corresponding to the saturation 
condition [92]. In particular, the analysis of single-phase SEIG is more 
complicated due to presence of backward rotating magnetic field. 
Several authors have attempted to analyze the steady state analysis of 
SEIG [53-92]. 
Poor voltage and frequency regulation is considered as a major 
drawback of this system [92]. The terminal voltage of the self excited 
induction generator depends upon the value of terminal capacitor, 
speed of prime mover, the nature and amount of load. Constant 
terminal voltage with varying load can be maintained by adjusting the 
value of capacitor or speed. However, the adjustment of speed is not 
always easy in all types of prime movers. The simple way is to adjust 
the value of capacitor to suitable amount. The voltage regulating 
system for this type of generator must have variable reactive power 
generator at its terminals to maintain constant terminal voltage. Three 
classes of voltage regulators are reported. 
i. Switched capacitor type voltage regulation system: - terminal voltage 
is controlled in steps by switching in capacitors in steps [30, 58, 147, 
159]. 
ii. Static var compensator type voltage regulator: - Smooth control of 
terminal voltage is possible by using a fixed valued capacitor in 
parallel with thyristor phase controlled inductor [1, 30]. 
iii. Saturable core reactor type voltage regulator: - a saturable core 
reactor in parallel with fixed valve capacitor is used. This also gives 
smooth control of terminal voltage [150, 155, 163, 170]. 
All these regulators are bulky and costly, as they require L and C of 
large power ratings. Thyristor controlled reactor also introduces 
harmonics in the supply line. 
Modern var compensators work on fundamentally different 
principle than those mentioned above. This class of var compensators 
makes use of non-linear characteristics of power electronics 
switching in var generation. These are compact and therefore lead to 
significant reduction in size and cost. The second very important 
advantage of these compensators is that their var generating 
capability is independent of the magnitude of the voltage at the point 
where they are connected. Further, they provide better flexibility in 
var management and their dynamic response is better. Being a recent 
field of research, the terminology of this class of compensators has 
not been fixed. They are known as var generators [181, 193], 
advances static var generator [177, 181, 182, 184, 189,193], 
synchronous solid state var compensators [178, 193], PWM Inverter 
var compensator [179], STATCOM (Static condenser), STATCON 
(Static compensator) [183, 184, 191-192, 196-197, 180, 182, 186] etc. 
We shall refer to this class of compensators as STATCON. Viability 
of this technology is ascertained in power systems where this class of 
compensators are utilized for transmission line voltage support at 
high power levels. 
1.1 Object ive of the work 
After the study of published literature it is realized that there is a 
need to further investigate the single-phase self excited induction 
generator system for simple and economically viable stand alone 
power generation and to suggest an improved technique of analysis 
of such system. A simple technique is proposed to predict the 
performance and to calculate the range of var requirement to a 
constant voltage SEIG for varying load. This proposal serves as 
the first investigative object of the thesis. Using the proposed 
technique, the steady state performances of the system are 
evaluated and experimentally verified. 
As mentioned in the previous section, a source of variable VAR 
is required at the terminals of SEIG to maintain the terminal 
voltages as constant. Various types of variable var sources have 
already been tried [38, 40, 41, 49, 50, 78, 80, 81, 83, 126, 132, 
138, 140, 142, 144, 146]. Recent advancements in power 
electronics has lead to a new class of var compensator known as 
static condenser (STATCON). STATCON has many advantages 
over traditional var compensators and have already been tried in 
power systems for var compensation and active filters. However, 
STATCON as a variable source in a single-phase SEIG has not 
been reported so far. There is a need to develop thorough 
understanding of STATCON controlled SEIG. Therefore, the 
development of a STATCON based reactive compensator for a 
single-phase SEIG has been taken up as a second investigative 
objective of the thesis. All the details of the proposed scheme has 
been worked out and implemented. Detailed modeling and design 
techniques are included. Extensive simulation studies are carried 
out to ascertain the viability of the scheme. Recently STATCON 
has been tried as a voltage regulator for three-phase SEIG. It 
seems to be a superior alternative to conventional VAR 
compensator. 
1.2 Organization of the thesis 
The work presented in the thesis is logically arranged in 7 
chapters. A detailed review of literature and critical evaluation of 
various schemes highlighting their comparative features is 
presented in Chapter-2. 
In chapter 3, the steady state analysis of regulated and 
unregulated voltage single-phase self-excited induction generators 
SEIG's has been carried out. A method for determining the var 
requirement for the regulated voltage SEIG has been proposed. 
Using the digital simulation, the effects of speed and load 
variation on the excitation requirement of the machine and on the 
generated frequency have also been studied. Experimental results 
are also included. 
Chapter 4 presents the transient analysis of unregulated 
SEIG at different values of excitation capacitance with help of the 
dynamic model developed for this machine. The results obtained 
from dynamic model simulation have been compared with those 
obtained by the steady state analysis. 
Once the var requirements of the regulated voltage SEIG 
are known the design of the voltage regulator (STATCON) of 
SEIG was introduced in chapter 5. 
For controlling the terminal voltage of SEIG, the SEIG -
STATCON var control scheme was investigated in chapter 6. The 
mathematical modelling of the scheme was developed. The design 
of the gains of PI controllers used in the control scheme was 
obtained for smooth control of the system. The performance of the 
control system was then analyzed by digital simulation for the 
cases of load disturbance and sudden changes in the reference dc 
voltage Vj^ ^^ f and the reference voltage V^ f^.p^ .^ 
The conclusions of this work are summarized in chapter 
7. Suggestions for further research in this field were also given in 
this chapter. 
C H A P T E R 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduct ion 
Fast depleting fossil fuels and environmental concern have led to 
considerable interest in non-conventional sources of energy. Recent 
advancements in power electronics have led to renewed evaluation of 
induction generators and to overcome their drawbacks. Enthusiastic 
interest among researches has considerably enriched the literature in 
this field. Several techniques are developed for the analysis and control 
of induction generators. In order to have a comprehensive idea about 
the present scenario, various papers reported in literature are critically 
reviewed in this chapter. 
2.2 Exci tat ion of Induct ion Generator 
An induction machine can be used as an induction generator in 
the two ways. The first one is through external excitation and second 
one is through self-excitation. An induction machine becomes power 
generator, when it is excited by the power sources of known voltage 
and frequency and its rotor is rotated above its synchronous speed. In 
this case, the induction machine takes its excitation in terms of lagging 
magnetization current from the power source to produce its rotating 
magnetic field necessary for regeneration. Such generators are known 
as externally excited generators EEIG and did not find many 
applications earlier. If an appropriate capacitor bank is connected 
across the terminals of rotating induction machine, a voltage is 
developed across the machine terminals. Residual magnetism in the 
iron core of the magnetic circuit of the machine sets up a small voltage 
in its stator winding. This voltage is applied to capacitor and causes a 
lagging current to flow through stator winding of the induction 
machine. The machine lagging current produces rotating magnetic field 
in the air gap. The rotating field produces the voltage across the 
machine stator winding terminals. In this way the stator winding 
terminal voltage builds up and its final value is limited by the magnetic 
saturation at the steady state condition of the machine. The steady state 
voltage results due to the magnetic saturation which balances the 
capacitor and machine voltage. This machine is then called self-excited 
induction generator SEIG and is capable to operate as a stand by or 
stand alone generator or as a generator in isolation from active power 
source. This phenomenon is termed as "capacitor self-excitation", 
which is due to the continuous energy exchange between the electric 
field (capacitor) and the magnetic field (machine). 
A self-excitation phenomenon in induction machine was 
demonstrated by Bassett and Poter [1] and Wagner [2] during nineteen 
thirties. Subsequently the basic theory of induction generators was 
explained by Barkle [3] and Doxey [4]. Attempts were made to use 
self-excited induction generator in variable shaft speed application 
such as aircraft power supply system [5, 6]. The importance of the 
renewable energy sources such as wind, hydro, biogases, solar etc. as 
the alternative to fast depleting fossil fuels was realized after the oil 
crisis of nineteen seventies. The suitability of induction generator for 
renewable energy applications has led to increased research on its 
applications in these systems especially wind and micro hydro systems 
[7, 8, 24, 144, 146, 212, 213, 214]. In case of three-phase induction 
generator, excitation capacitors are connected in delta across its 
terminals. For single-phase induction generator, a number of schemes 
for connection of excitation capacitors have been suggested in 
reference [44, 49, 101, 150] for single winding and two winding 
induction generators. Single-phase machines in higher ratings are not 
readily available. Several authors have proposed the use of three-phase 
machine operated in single-phase mode [41, 54, 59, 65, 73, 78, 80, 81, 
83, 85, 132, 215]. Novotny et al. [8] have shown that an inverter-
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induction machine system functions as a self-excited induction 
generator and is capable of supplying power to a load when inverter 
switching frequency is below the rotor speed. The inverter acts as 
controllable reactive KVA source for machine and load. Elder et al. 
[24] have identified the parameters responsible for self-excitation, such 
as shaft speed, the residual magnetism, the size of the capacitor etc. 
2.3 Steady State Analysis of SEIG 
/The available models employed to analyze self-excited induction 
generators can be classified into two major categories. One is the per 
phase equivalent circuit approach which includes the loop impedance 
method adopted by Murthy [53] and Malik [124] etc. and the nodal 
admittance method proposed by Quazene [54] and Chan [126]. The 
other is d-q axis model based on generalized machine theory which was 
proposed by Elder [30] and Grantham [93]. The per phase equivalent 
circuit model was obtained for steady state condition and could not be 
used for analyzing transient phenomenon of SEIG. 
In the loop impedance technique reported by Murthy [53], two 
polynomials with magnetism reactance Xm and per unit frequency f 
were obtained by equating the real and imaginary terms of complex 
loop impedance to zero. These equations were solved simultaneously 
using Newton-Raphson method. Several authors have used this 
technique to determine the performance of SEIG [9, 30, 33, 40, 44, 46, 
53, 57-59, 61, 62, 64, 67, 70, 79]. In Quazene's nodal admittance 
technique [54], nodal equations are obtained for the machine. By 
equating the sum of real parts which is equivalent to real power 
balance to zero, a fifth degree polynomial in terms of frequency f is 
obtained. The magnetizing reactance is obtained by equating the sum of 
imaginary parts to zero. The disadvantage of this approach is that it 
requires the evaluation of combined load admittance, capacitive 
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reactance and the stator leakage reactance, which results in lengthy 
algebraic manipulation. In addition to this, a 5th degree polynomial 
needs to be solved for the case of resistive load which for inductive 
load becomes 7th degree. Tandon et al. [216] on the other hand have 
attempted complex frequency approach. A fourth order polynomial in 
complex frequency is obtained which is solved by numerical method. 
Malik et al. [210] have also incorporated the core losses in his model 
and obtained two simultaneous polynomials of 5th and 4th degree. 
These equations are solved simultaneously to obtain operating 
frequency f and terminal voltage V,. Jain et al. [69] have proposed an 
iteration technique in which a simple algebraic equation is solved to 
obtain the initial value of the operating frequency f and then secant 
method is used for the exact solution. Chan [63] has proposed an 
iterative technique by assuming some initial value for the generated 
frequency f and then solving for new values for f with small increments 
till the results converges. However, this technique lacks in judicious 
choice of initial value and number of iterations required. 
SEIG driven by wind or micro-hydro turbines are sometimes 
operated at variable speed due to cost consideration. Rajakaruna and 
Bonert [60] have presented an iterative technique for the analysis of 
SEIG coupled to variable speed turbine. They have uses an approximate 
equivalent circuit and a mathematical model for B-H curve and the 
solution is reduced to a non-linear equation in f. Chan [66] has 
explored an iterative solution technique based on nodal admittance 
method for SEIG driven by regulated and unregulated turbines. Singh et 
al. [64, 215] tried an optimization technique by formulating this as a 
multivariate unconstrained non-linear optimization problem. The 
impedance of the machine is taken as objective function. The f and Xm 
are selected as independent variables which are allowed to vary within 
their upper and lower limits. The Rosenbrock's method of rotating co-
ordinates has been employed to find a solution. Sandhu et al. [76] have 
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proposed as approach, which leads to a quadratic equation in slip, 
making the steady state analysis simple and comprehensive. Yegna 
Narayana et al. [219] have explored the performance analysis of SEIG 
driven by wind turbine considering air gap voltage and frequency as 
variables and their values for a given operating point and determined 
by plain iterative procedure leading to minimization of the errors in the 
two variables. Ammasaigounden et al. [220] have derived a quadratic 
equation with per unit speed T as variable and considering per unit 
frequency F as known parameter. They have discussed the pole 
changing SEIG for extending the speed range. Singh et al. [58] have 
used loop impedance method of analysis, where two nonlinear 
equations were obtained in per unit frequency and capacitive reactance. 
These equations were solved using Newton-Raphson method and 
performances were evaluated. 
Alghuwainem [75] has described nodal impedance method for 
SEIG coupled to regulated and unregulated turbine. For regulated 
turbine the equivalent circuit is solved with speed as constant 
parameter, which for unregulated turbine speed is considered as 
variable which depends on shaft torque according to turbine 
characteristics. 
Several researchers have made efforts to find the minimum value 
of excitation capacitance required to initiate self-excitation for a 
specific rotor speed under certain loading conditions [67, 125, 127-
133, 211]. Malik and Mazi [211] have applied the trial and error 
method to compute the capacitance requirements of SEIG. Al-Jabri 
and Alola [125] have attempted a direct method for computing the 
minimum capacitance requirement. However, the work seemed to have 
devoted to the derivation of closed form solution for certain special 
cases of connected load impedance. Chan [126] explored the method of 
computing the minimum capacitance required for the initiation of 
voltage build up by solving a sixth degree polynomial in per unit 
frequency for real roots while iterative loop is applied for computing 
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the capacitance required for maintaining the terminal voltage at present 
value. Wang et al. [67] have presented an approach based on eigen 
value and eigen value sensitivity analysis to predict both minimum and 
maximum values of capacitance verified for self-excitation of SEIG. 
Single-phase SEIG's are also very important due to their 
suitability for various small scale applications, especially at remote 
places. Recently, community or village power generation has become 
more popular, where a low powered generator supplies power to a 
small group of consumers to cater general needs such as lighting, 
heating, water pumping, TV, etc. Single-phase power supply system is 
preferred in these applications to keep the distribution system simple 
and cost effective. An experimental investigation on the single-phase 
self-excited induction generator has been given in reference [221] but 
no analysis was attempted. They are also found very much suitable for 
small portable power generating units. Some researchers have 
investigated the performance of single-phase SEIG, however, as 
compared to three-phase, relatively less literature is available on this 
topic. Rahim et al. [46] has presented a model for the steady state 
analysis of single-phase SEIG which is based on two-phase 
symmetrical components transformation method. These are known as 
forward and backward symmetrical components. Excitation capacitor is 
connected across auxiliary winding and load is connected across main 
winding. Using loop impendence technique; two simultaneous non-
linear equations in the p.u. frequency and magnetizing reactance are 
derived. These are solved using Newton-Raphson method. Murthy [44] 
has simplified the equivalent circuit by neglecting the magnetizing 
reactance referred to backward field. Various types of excitation 
techniques are also suggested. The author has also suggested a much 
simple equivalent circuit by replacing the per unit frequency with per 
unit speed except in term containing the difference of the two. Detailed 
experimental investigations are presented by Murthy et al. in 
references [45. 50]. Chan [48] has presented an approximate method 
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based on nodal admittance. A ninth degree polynomial in p.u. 
frequency is formed which is solved numerically. Rai et al. [51] have 
investigated the steady state performance of commercially available 
single-phase two winding motor as SEIG for different modes of 
excitation. Steady state analysis for single-winding SEIG based on 
simplifying assumptions is later given by the authors [70]. Loop 
impedance approach is used and quadratic equation in frequency is 
derived, which is much easier to solve. Singh et al. [52] have given a 
method for selection of optimum excitation capacitance for single-
phase SEIG. 
2.4 Transient State Analysis of SEIG 
The study of transient values of voltage and current is of 
importance to know the suitability of machine winding insulation level, 
rating of capacitor and design of protection system. The steady state 
model can not be used to predict transient performances such as 
voltage dips, current surge, de-excitation during some cases of load 
perturbations, short circuit faults etc. Therefore, transient analysis is 
aimed at finding various types of responses with respect to time, when 
the system is subjected to transient conditions, Barkle et al. [3] has 
attempted to give an analytical method to ascertain voltage build up 
due to self-excitation. However, it fails to give an exact solution due to 
non-linear because of magnetic saturation. Step by step solutions have 
been suggested by many authors assuming suitable initial condition. 
Melkebeek [222] has developed a current state space model of 
saturated induction machine to determine its stability limits. 
Subsequently Melkebeek et al. [223] gave small signal analysis of self-
excitation in saturation induction machines. 
Boldea et al. [224, 225] have presented a general model of an 
electric machine under saturation, with current as state space variable. 
Erantham et al. [93] have used the transient model to calculate 
minimum capacitance requirement of a stand alone induction generator. 
The effect of variation in rotor parameters on terminal voltage and 
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state current during self-excitation and load perturbations are also 
studied. However, the effect of cross saturation was not included. Later 
on Hallenius et al. [95] have carried out the transient analysis 
incorporating the cross magnetization effect in the machine model. 
Shridhar et al. [99] have presented the transient analysis, taking into 
account the cross saturation effect and demonstrating the on-load self-
excitation feature of a short shunt SEIG. Suitability of SEIG is 
investigated for sudden switching of load such as starting of induction 
motor. Wang et al. [104] have investigated transient performance 
during voltage build up for sudden switching off of one excitation 
capacitor. It is seen that when one out of the three balanced excitation 
capacitors is switched off from the machine, the generator can still 
maintain self-excitation and generates adequate voltage on other two-
phases. When two of the three balance excitation capacitors are 
switched off, the generated voltage of the SEIG gradually collapses to 
zero. An experimental study of dynamic behavior of SEIG is presented 
by Levi [226]. The solutions that lead to total demagnetization and 
voltage collapse on variable speed, fixed capacitor SEIG are 
highlighted. Jain et al. [109] have presented a detailed transient 
performance during balanced and unbalanced faults/perturbations, 
considering main and cross flux saturation. The transient conditions 
considered are load perturbations, three-phase and two-phase faults, 
opening of one and two excitation capacitors, opening of single-phase 
load etc. Kuo et al. [81] have described a hybrid model based on abc 
and dq induction machine models to describe the dynamic equations for 
a SEIG supply a rectifier load. 
Transient analysis of a single-phase SEIG is also taken up by 
some authors though only limited literature is available on this topic 
compared to its three-phase counterpart. Ojo et al. [47] have proposed 
flux linkage based model for single-phase SEIG, using the concept of 
harmonic balance. Magnetic saturation of the magnetizing flux linkage 
path and flux dependent core losses are included in the model. Later 
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Ojo [100, 101] has used the model to predict the transient performance 
of single-phase SEIG with series and parallel connected loads. The 
self-excitation and voltage collapse are explained accurately by 
simulation. The behavior of the system is explained qualitatively using 
harmonic balance and system bifurcating concept. Thus the model is 
not found to be comprehensive enough to deal with other transient 
conditions such as behavior during short circuit fault. The model also 
conceals the effect of saturation. Ben-Hail et al. [106] have presented 
the transient behavior of an asymmetrical configuration in both stator 
as well as rotor of a single-phase SEIG. The system is shown to be in a 
continuous transient state in a chaos manner. 
2.5 Voltage Regulation Of SEIG 
The inherent poor voltage regulation of the SEIG is identified as 
a major bottleneck in its application as isolated power generator. The 
generated voltage of SEIG can be controlled by adjusting either the 
level of excitation current or the turbine speed. Adjustment of speed is 
not easily possible in all prime movers and requires complicated 
controls, which are not cost effective at low level power generation. 
Therefore, the supply of excitation current is adjusted continuously by 
changing the capacitive var with the load such that terminal voltage 
remains within permissible limits. Voltage regulators are employed for 
this purpose. Many researchers have taken up the problem of voltage 
regulation of SEIG. 
Doxy [4] have used suitably matched star-delta saturable reactor 
for the purpose of voltage regulation of SEIG. Further improvement is 
achieved by converting the reactors to magnetic amplifiers by adding 
dc winding fed from suitable regulator. Apart from the high cost due to 
bulky reactor the need to use reactors matched to the particular 
machine, makes the scheme unattractive. Ooi et al. [146] have 
suggested synchronous generator for variable reactive power 
compensation. However, the added cost of machine and its maintenance 
requirement overrides the advantages of induction generator. Switched 
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capacitor bank scheme where the capacitors are switched in and out of 
the circuit is another alternative to regulate the voltage in steps to 
restrict it within permissible limits. A fixed and switched capacitor 
scheme is presented by Elsharkauri et al. [227]. The number of 
switched capacitors is kept to a minimum to simplify the switching 
circuit. Singh et al. [58] have also investigated switched capacitor, 
voltage regulation schemes. Mishra [155] have given an alternative 
method of regulating the SEIG terminal voltage by using saturable core 
reactor. Long shunt and short shunt configurations of SEIG are 
proposed by Bim et al. [150] and Shridhar et al. [127] respectively. In 
both cases capacitor is placed in series with the load but series 
capacitor used in these configurations causes the problem of sub 
synchronous resonance when supplying power to inductive and/or 
dynamic load. Muljadi et al. [198] have proposed a series compensation 
scheme using a PWM inverter and dc source. Smooth control of voltage 
may also be achieved by static var compensators (SVC) which are 
realized through a fixed value capacitor bank and thyristor controlled 
inductors. SVC's have been used as var source in power systems and 
can also be used as variable var source in SIEG [222]. Use of such 
regulators was demonstrated by Brennen et al. [214] in SIEG. Elder at 
al. [30] have compared the performance of switched capacitor regulator 
and an SVC and highlighted the advantages and shortcomings of SVC 
regulators. SVC regulators though offer smooth control of voltage, 
suffers from the problems of harmonic injection, decrease of var out 
with square of voltage, need of bulky reactor and loses associated in it. 
Ahmed et al. [170, 171] have discussed a SVC voltage regulator 
composed of thryistor controlled reactor (TCR) in parallel with 
thryristor switched capacitor (TSC) and the fixed capacitor (FC). Using 
the regulator with a PI controller in feedback loop an effective control 
for the case of constant speed and variable speed prime mover is 
achieved. 
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The concepts described above may also be employed for the case 
of single-phase SEIG. The single-phase SEIG with self-regulating 
feature is described by Murthy [44] and Murthy et al. [45, 50]. A 
specially designed stator windings in quadrature, connected externally 
to a shunt and series capacitor respectively are used to obtain self-
regulating feature. The scheme offers a good voltage regulation, 
improved waveforms, higher over load capacity and higher output for a 
given frame size. It is also seen that the voltage regulation 
performance is better in case of inductive load as compared to resistive 
load. Various types of excitation capacitor topologies such as shunt, 
short shunt and long shunt excitation connections have been discussed 
by Ojo [49] to obtain voltage and frequency regulation. The influence 
of various types of connections on voltage regulation and over-load 
capability has been discussed in detail. Ahmed et al. [173] have given 
voltage regulation schemes for single-phase SEIG driven by variable 
speed prime mover and loaded with variable inductive load. The 
regulator consists of fixed capacitor, thyristor switched capacitor and 
thyristor controlled reactor. 
2.6 STATCON Based Voltage Regulators 
Conventional methods of var compensation rely on the var 
generated or absorbed by the passive elements having energy storage 
capability. Dynamic compensation is achieved by either connecting 
these elements in steps as in switched capacitor var compensator or by 
thyristor controlled reactor in parallel with fixed capacitor. Since the 
var generated or absorbed is directly proportional to energy storage 
capability of the passive elements, there is a considerable increase in 
the size of these elements with the increment in var to be compensated. 
The introduction of sizable inductors and capacitors into the system 
may lead to resonances created by peripheral low frequency current 
sources. Moreover, the capability of this class of compensators to 
manipulate depends on the voltage level prevailing at the point where 
they are connected. Since the voltage reduces as the var demand 
decreases the compensations fail to perform when their participation is 
most needed. They also inject low order harmonies, which are difficult 
to filter. 
The basic philosophy of operation of modern var compensators is 
to use the nonlinear characteristics of power electronic switching in 
var generation. Theoretically as no energy storage passive elements are 
required, there is a significant reduction in size and projected cost of 
these classes of compensators. This results in low system losses and 
higher efficiency. 
The second very important advantage of these compensators is 
that their var generating capability is independent of the magnitude of 
the prevailing voltage. Further, they provide better flexibility in var 
management. They also have fast dynamic response due to high 
frequency operation. These classes of var compensators are known as 
solid state var generators or static condensers (STATCON) on static 
compensators (SATCOM). When STATCON is utilized for harmonic 
compensations, it is known as active power filter or active line 
conditioner. 
The static reactive power compensator comprising switching 
devise, without the use of ac capacitors and/or reactors was proposed 
by Gyugyi [228]. Sumi et al. [230] have described the system outline, 
control technique, electrical design and operating results of static var 
generator using forced-commutated voltage source inverter which 
plays the role of variable capacitor and reactor. Akagi et al. [231] have 
presented a novel concept of instantaneous reactive power compensator 
in which the energy storage elements have been replaced by new self 
commutating devices. This compensator can eliminate not only the 
fundamental reactive power in transient state but also some harmonic 
current. Edwards et al. [174] have demonstrated the viability of the 
concept of STACON by using a 1 mvar prototype on a full scale 
system. 
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Moran et al. [178] has presented a detailed analysis and design of a 
solid state var compensator operating in leading and lagging mode. 
Joes et al. [179] have given performance analysis of PWM inverter var 
compensators. The principal advantage of this scheme is that it can 
maintain a near unity source power factor without sensing and 
computation of the associated reactive power component. Mori et al. 
[181] have tested an STATCON for stabilization of power system. 
Saad-Saoud et al. [191] have presented a comprehensive study of 
STATCON control of dynamic and steady state performance of wind 
farms. Patil et al. [178] have presented the use of STATCON for 
damping of terminal oscillations in series compensated ac system. Chen 
et al. [196] have given the dynamic performance of STATCON when 
used, for improving power quality in distribution system. Non ideal 
conditions including fault and unbalance operation are considered for 
studying the effectiveness of the STATCON. Singh et al. [199] have 
explored the use of STATCON for closed loop control of the terminal 
voltage of an SEIG at varying load conditions. Marra et al. [200] have 
proposed a regulator based on a bidirectional VS-PWM inverter 
connected to a single-phase ac line to supply active/reactive power to 
maintain unity power factor along with voltage and frequency control. 
Subsequently the authors [204] have given a STATCON based closed 
loop scheme to control terminal voltage and frequency using speed 
governor. In another scheme, same author [201] proposed a STATCON 
based regulator driven by unregulated shaft hydraulic turbine. 
Controlled reactive power is supplied by the STATCON and active 
power balance is maintained by dissipating the excess power in a 
controlled dump load in parallel with dc capacitor. Miranda et al. [203] 
have described a STATCON based isolated wind generator using 
induction generator and supplying to induction motor water pump. 
STATCON supplies variable reactive power to both induction 
machines. Kuo et al. [205] have used STACON based on current 
controlled voltage source inverter both for voltage regulation and 
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current harmonic suppression under unbalanced and nonlinear loading 
conditions. Liedhold et al. [206] have presented a voltage regulator for 
variable speed and load, a capacitor and an inverter. The main 
innovation presented in this work is the control strategy, which is 
based on the instantaneous reactive power theory. Singh et al. [207] 
have presented detailed analysis of an STATCON based controller to 
regulate the voltage of SEIG connected to unbalanced load. The 
STATCON compensates the unbalanced load and keeps the generating 
system balanced which maintaining constant ac terminal voltage. Some 
authors [211] have described the use of STATCOM with nonlinear load 
such as a rectifier. Hence the STATCON provides the variable reactive 
power as well as eliminates the harmonies introduced due to nonlinear 
load. Later the authors [209] have presented a design procedure for a 
STATCOM based regulator for SEIG of different ratings. Two criteria, 
full and reduced rating of STATCOM are given which designing an 
STATCOM. 
After the study of published literature reviewed above, it is 
realized that there is a need to further study the STATCON controlled 
single-phase SEIG. In the present work an effort is made in these 
directions. 
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C H A P T E R S 
STEADY STATE ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-PHASE 
SELF-EXCITED INDUCTION GENERATOR SEIG 
3.1 Introduct ion 
Steady state analysis of self-excited induction generator SEIG is 
important to evaluate its performance and proper design of controller 
and excitation. These generators are generally realized from 
commercially available single-phase induction motors. These motors 
have two windings at quadrature with respect to each other, known as 
main winding and auxiliary windings of the motor. In some machines 
the auxiliary winding is rated for continuous operation while in other, 
the auxiliary winding remains in circuit only during starting and is 
opened by using a centrifugal switch, once the rotor picks up some 
speed. When used as generator the former type is known as single-
phase two winding and later as single-phase single-winding induction 
generator. In this chapter the steady state analysis, performance 
evaluation and experimented verification is carried out for single 
phase, single-winding SEIG. A simple method of analysis of regulated 
voltage SEIG is proposed in section 3.3.2. 
3.2 Sel f -exci ted Induct ion Generator (SEIG) Model 
The schematic diagram of single-phase single-winding SEIG is 
shown in Figure 3.1. It has only one winding on stator. The required 
cage rotor is driven by synchronous speed. When a proper capacitance 
Cjh is connected across the terminals of the stator winding, a voltage is 
induced due to the self-excitation phenomena. The magnetic saturation 
limits the rise of induced voltage V, and stabilizes it at the steady state 
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Induction Generator 
Load 
Ki 
ZL c,h: 
Fig. 3.1 Schematic diagram of 1-winding, i-phase, self-excited induction 
generator (SEIG) 
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value. The machine current I^ ^ is equal to the phasor sum of excitation 
current I^  and load current I I -
For the analysis of single-phase self-excited induction generator 
SEIG system, an appropriate mathematical model needs to be evolved. 
The steady state equivalent circuit of a one winding single-phase 
induction machine is used as a basis for the modeling. This circuit is 
developed using the famous double-revolving field theory [144]. 
The standard steady state equivalent circuit (normalized to base 
frequency f^ ,) of the SEIG having a single-winding and feeding power 
to a load of the impedance ZL is given in Figure 3.2. Where R ,^ and R^  
are the stator and rotor winding resistances, respectively, X,^ and Xi^  
are the leakage reactances of stator and rotor respectively at base 
frequency f^ . X^ is the magnetizing reactance at base frequency f^ . f 
and T are the per unit frequency and per unit speed respectively. X^ is 
the excitation reactance at base frequency f;, and V^ , is the air gap 
voltage. The magnetizing reactance relating to the backward field of 
the SEIG is relatively very large compared to its parallel branch 
R^/2(f + r), hence it can be neglected resulting the approximate 
equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.3. 
As next step of simplification, the per unit generated frequency 
f is assumed to be equal to per unit rotor speed x except in the term 
(f-r) . And finally an approximate equivalent circuit shown in Figure 
3.4 is obtained. This assumption is used only in computation of 
frequency f which leads to considerable simplification and will not 
make mush difference in terms Rw^f and X^/f^ etc. 
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(a) With resistive R load. 
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(b) With inductive RL load. 
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Fig. 3.3 Steady state equivalent circuit of 1-winding, I-phase SEIG. 
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Fig. 3.4 Modified equivalent circuit of 1-winding 1-phase SEIG. 
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In the analysis presented in this chapter, following assumptions are 
made: 
(1) The stater and rotor leakage reactances, X|^ ^ and Xi^  at base 
frequency f^  are assumed to be equal in magnitude. 
(2) Only the magnetizing reactance is considered to be affected 
by saturation. 
(3) Core loss in machine is neglected. 
(4) MMF space harmonics and time harmonics in the induced 
voltage and current waveforms are ignored. 
(5) Magnetizing reactance relating to backward field is neglected. 
3.3 Proposed Method of Analysis 
The equivalent circuit of self-excited induction generator SEIG 
shown in Figure 3.4 may be redrawn as shown in Figure 3.5. From this 
simplified equivalent circuit, the loop equation for stator current (IM) 
can be written as: 
Z T I M = 0 (3-1) 
where the total impedance of the circuit Z^ - is given as: 
Z T = Z , , + ^ ' " ' ^ ^ (3.2) 
The equivalent impedance Z across (X-Y) of Figure 3.5 is given as: 
Ze,=:r^^ + z^+z,, = R,^ +jx,^  
where R^^and X^^ a^re respectively the equivalent resistance and 
reactance of SEIG's simplified equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.5. 
The magnetizing impedance Z„, is given as: 
z.=jx^ 
The Rotor forward field impedance Z^ ^ is given as: 
•M t 
2(f -T) 
Fig. 3.5 Simplified equivalent circuit of 1-winding I-phase SEIG 
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The rotor backward field impedance Z^ f is given as: 
4x 
The load impedance ZL is given as: 
Z L = R L / T (for resistive R load) 
= —^+JXL (for inductive RL load) 
X 
The capacitive impedance Z^  is given as: 
Zc=-jXc/T^ 
The stator main winding impedance Z^ is given as: 
IM 
T 
Z M = - ^ + J X 
Under steady state self-excitation, 1^,5^01, therefore, from 
equation (3.1), Z-^  = 0 , which implies that real and imaginary parts of 
ZT would lie separately zero. 
Here the steady state performance of the single-phase self-
excited induction generator is to be computed for two operation 
conditions. 
3.3.1 Unregulated Voltage SEIG (Constant Excitation Capacitor 
SEIG) 
In this case, the various performance characteristics of the 
machine i.e. terminal voltage V,, output power P ,^, stator and rotor 
current etc. are computed for given value of excitation capacitance C ,^,, 
load and speed x. Equation 3.1 is obtained from writing loop equation. 
The machine current I^ ^ can not be zero; hence total loop impedance 
Zj is made to be equal to zero. Separating real and imaginary parts and 
equating to zero, two equations are obtained. Arranging the terms with 
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the magnetizing reactance X,„ and the per unit generated frequency f 
as unknown variables, following two non-linear equations are obtained: 
F ( X „ , f ) - ( A , X , + A , ) f + A 3 X „ + A , = 0 
G(X,,f) = (B ,X ,+B, ) f + B 3 X „ + B , = 0 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
where the A 's and B's constants for resistive R load are defined as [70]: 
A,=-(X,,+X,/2)1 
(3.5) 
eq 
A2=~X^qX,r 
A 3 = - T A , 
A , = - T A , + R , R , ^ 
B2=ReqXir 
B 3 = - T B , + ^ 
' ' 2 
B , = - T B , + R , X , ^ 
(3.6) 
The value of X,^for resistive load can be obtained from equation 3.4 
and is given as: 
fB,+B. 
X„=- - ' I ' " 4 
fB,+B3 
(3.7) 
Substituting this value of X^ into equation 3.3, a quadratic equation in 
f, of the form: 
K' ,f '+K'2f + K'3=0 (3.8) 
is obtained, whose coefficients K 's are given as: 
K,=A2B,-A,B2 
K2=A2B3-A3B2 + A,B,-A,B, 
K3=A,B3-A3B4 
(3.9) 
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Equation 3.8 can easily be solved for its roots. The root nearest to the 
rotor per unit speed can be taken as steady state value of f. ThenX^, 
can be obtained by substituting the value of f into equation 3.7. The 
magnetization characteristics are obtained experimentally by running 
the machine at synchronous speed corresponding to base frequency f,, 
and applying a voltage at base frequency. To simplify the analysis the 
variation under saturation region may be linearized using approximate 
curve as shown in Figure 3.6, and the relation may be expressed as: 
Vl/f=K,-K,X„ 
or 
X = 
K,- Y, /f 
K. 
(3.10) 
This relation can be incorporated in a computer program. By 
substituting the computed values of f and X^into equation 3.10, the 
air gap voltage V^  will be found and the characteristics of the machine 
with load may be obtained using the following relations: 
The stator main current is: 
V„/f 
I =- ^ (3.11) 
eq 
The load current is: 
-JXCIM 
IL = 
XRL-JXC 
(3.12) 
The excitation capacitor current is: 
I C = I M - I L (3.13) 
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The rotor forward current is: 
- V /f 
Irf=7 T (3-14) 
+ J ^ [2(f-T) •' 2 
The capacitive var is: 
VARHV.IIICI (3.15) 
The output power is 
P ^ H I J ' R , (3.16) 
The terminal voltage V, can be found here by the following equation: 
V , = I , . R L (3.17) 
For determining the values of Xm and f and computing the machine 
performance, a computer program utilizing the above method is 
developed. The flow chart of this program is shown in Figure 3.7. 
3.3.2 Regulated Voltage SEIG (Constant Voltage SEIG) 
In this case, the excitation var requirements are computed in 
terms of capacitance Cj,, of the machine for maintaining constant voltage 
at the machine terminals with a given value of load and speed T. Here 
the capacitive reactance X^ and the per unit generated frequency f are 
the only unknown variables and have to be computed. For this purpose 
mathematical model is almost similar to previous case. The equivalent 
impedance Z^ after separating real and imaginary parts may be set to 
zero. The terms are grouped such that two equations in terms of 
unknowns X^ and f as given below are obtained: 
F(Xc,f) = (C,Xc+C2)f + C3Xc+C, =0 (3.18) 
G(Xc,f) = (DXc +D2)f+ D3XC +D, - 0 (3.19) 
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where the C's and D's are the constants for the case of resistive load 
and are defined as: 
C,=(X„+Xj4R,+4R^+Rj 
C,=-2x^R,{(X„ +X J2X,^ + X j + ( X „ X j } 
C3=-TC,+2x t , (2X,M+X,+X j (3.20) 
D,-'^ C, 
- TR, TR, 
D,=TR,(X„+X,j4R^+R,) 
D,=-rD,.R,i4R,+4R^+R,) 
(3.21) 
and for the inductive RL load case the constants C's and D's are 
replaced by C 's and D 's and are defined as [92]: 
C =C 
C,= C , - x ^ X , ( X , + X , j 4 R ^ + R j 
C3=C3+4TR,XL 
C,=C,-2R,(2X,^4-X,„+Xj 
(3.22) 
D,=D, -2T'X,{{X„ +^.X2X,^ + ^ J + ^ „ ^ . } 
D'=D, 
D,=D,+T'X,RX4R^+R^ 
(3.23) 
From equation 3.18, the value of X^ for the resistive Rload case is 
given as: 
fC,+C, 
(3.24) X =- ^'^'^^^ fC, +C3 
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C START ) 
Read machine parameters 
& magnetizing curve data 
kpkj, f=t=l, X^=X^ 
J = 0 
BL = BL (min) + J*ABL , RL = l/BL,FindRL 
Compute coefficients Aj-A^ & Bj-B^ from equations 
(3.5) & (3.6) 
I 
Compute K' jK', and K' from equation (3.9) 
Find the roots of equation (3.8) of K', ,K'2 
and K'^  constants using standard subroutine 
I 
Assign to f the value of real root and print f 
1' 
Compute X^ from equation (3.7) 
Compute V/f and hence V stored data 
1 ' 
Compute performances from equation (3.11) to (3.16), 
Compute Vjfrom equation (3.17), Print results 
YES 
»{^STOP) 
Fig. 3.7 Flow chart for computation of 1-winding 1-phase SEIG characteristics and 
performances by Simplified Method. 
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Substituting the value of X^  into equation 3.19, a quadratic equation in 
f similar to equation 3.8 is obtained; whose coefficientsK 's are 
replaced byK ' s and are given as: 
K,=C,D2-C2D, 
K2=C,D4-C2D3+C3D2-C4D| 
K3=C3D,-C,D3 
(3.25) 
The frequency f can be found by the same way as mentioned in the 
preceding section. The capacitive reactance X^ is then obtained by 
substituting this value of f into equation 3.24. In equations (3.20 -
3.23), all constants terms are functions of machine parameters, load 
impedance, ZL and rotor speed T. Out of these parameters, only the 
magnetizing reactance X^ depends on magnetization characteristics of 
the machine. For maintaining the desired terminal voltage, the air gap 
voltage Vg has to vary with load impedance, Z^ andVL, the value of air 
gap voltage may be obtained as: 
V. 
^ ' I - { (ZM+ZJ /Z , , } (3.26) 
The relation between V^ , and X„ is obtained by synchronous test and 
expressed by equation 3.10. This can be used to find X„ by 
substituting the computed values of f and V^  into it. After 
obtaining X^, f and V ,^, the machine performance can be computed 
using equations (3.1 1 - 3.16). To obtain the required capacitive vars by 
the self-excited cage generator for maintaining constant terminal 
voltage at given speed under different loads, a computer program 
utilizing the above method is developed. The steps of evaluation of 
performance are illustrated in a flow chart given in Figure 3.8. 
Capacitive var requirement and other performances were evaluated for 
an inductive load (0.5 power factor, fixed) and purely resistive load 
with varying magnitude. 
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(^  START ) 
Read machine parameters 
& magnetizing curve data 
kpkj, f==t=l, X^=X^ 
J = 0 
YL = YL (min) + J+AY^, Z^ = l/Y^, Find RL, XL 
Compute coefficients C^-D^ or C\-D\ from equations 
(3.20-3.21) or (3.22-3.23) 
Compute K, .K, and K, from equation (3.25) 
Find the roots of equation (3.8) with KpKj 
and K^  constants using standard subroutine I 
Assign to f the value of real root and print f 
I 
Compute Xj. from equation (3.24) 
Compute V for given V^  from equation (3.26) 
Compute |VJ/f from stored data 
Compute performances from equation (3.11) to (3.16) 
Print results 
YES 
• (STOP) 
J = J+ I 
Fig. 3.8 Flow chart for computation of 1-phase SEIG performances at constant terminal 
voltage V, 
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3.4 Result and Discussions 
To understand the behavior of the SEIG, various types of 
performances are systematically evaluated for a Ihp single-phase 
induction machine (details given in appendix I) and illustrated with the 
help of graphs. 
3.4.1 Various Steady State Performances of Unregulated Voltage 
SEIG 
On the basis of method explained in section 3.3.1 and illustrated 
in the algorithms of Figure 3.7 various performance are evaluated and 
presented graphically. Variation of terminal voltage V, with excitation 
capacitance at no load for three speeds is shown in Figure 3.10. 
As shown in the Figure 3.10, the voltages of the machine V, 
increase with increase in capacitances C^ ,, at fixed speeds and the rise 
of terminal voltages is limited by the saturation of the machine 
magnetic circuit. Decrease in capacitances reduces the terminal 
voltages. If the values of capacitances is continued to be further 
decreased, the voltages decrease till capacitances reach the critical 
values below which the machine loses self excitation. From Figure 
3.10, the values of capacitances C^ ^ required for starting the voltage 
build up and generation of rated voltage for speeds lower or higher 
than the rated speed (1500 r.p.m.) of the machine may be obtained. In 
our case, for speed of 1400 r.p.m. and 1600r.p.m, the required values 
of capacitance C^ ,, for starting the voltage build up are 40)af and 27|af 
respectively and the values of C^ ,, required for generating the rated 
voltage are lOO.S^f and 57.5|af respectively. 
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The generated voltage V, variation with shaft speed at no load is 
presented in Figure 3.11. For small variations around rated speed the 
nature of voltage change is linear. 
The stator current (main winding) I^ variation with load at 
constant speed is shown in Figure 3.12. It is seen that the stator current 
drops with load until a point of breakdown. Also the current supplying 
capability, of the generator increases with excitation capacitor. 
The generated voltage V, variation at the terminals with the 
output power is presented on Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. It can be 
seen that the voltage drops with output power P ,^, till a point of 
breakdown after which the generator voltage collapses. The fall in 
terminal voltage with increase in load is observed due to effect of 
armature reaction, impedance drop and its dependent excitation. With 
increasing excitation capacitor the output voltage as well the power 
supplying capability also increases. It is also observed that there is a 
marked impact of speed variation on the output voltage and the 
maximum power output. Figure 3.14 shows the variations ±10% speed 
variation around rated value. 
The frequency variations with output power are illustrated in 
Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16. It is seen that if the shaft speed is held as 
constant there is only slight change in the frequency of generated 
voltage irrespective of excitation. However, when the shaft speed is 
varied the generated frequency changes markedly, which is not suitable 
for frequency sensitive loads. 
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Terminal voltage Vf (V) 
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Generated frequency | (Hz) 
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From the above results it is evident that there is a need for 
voltage regulation for a constant speed SEIG. Also when slight shaft 
speed variation is allowed, frequency regulation also becomes essential 
along with the voltage regulation. In the following results it can be 
seen that both of these objectives may be achieved by adjusting the 
excitation capacitor. 
3.4.2 Various Steady State Performances of Regulated Voltage SEIG 
To keep the generated voltage as constant the excitation 
capacitance is to be varied. The aim of the analysis is to get the 
required variation of excitation capacitance to maintain constant 
terminal voltage with variation of load and shaft speed. The variation 
of generated frequency f is obtained. The precedence of steady state 
analysis under this condition is explained in section 3.3.2. The 
algorithm is shown in flow chart given in Figure 3.8. Detailed results 
are presented and discussed here. 
The required variation of excitation capacitor to maintain 
constant voltage at the terminals at constant shaft speed is shown in 
Figure 3.17. Both R and RL type loads are considered. It is observed 
that to maintain constant voltage, the excitation capacitor should also 
be increased with output power. As may be expected, the rate of 
increase of excitation capacitor is higher in case of RL load. Effective 
voltage regulation can be maintained by excitation capacitor control 
even when shaft speed varies in range ±10% around rated value. The 
result is presented in Figure 3.19. At lower speed, the required value of 
excitation capacitor increases. It can be observed that if speed 
variations are also considered along with load variation, the range of 
variation of excitation capacitor is increased. Finally it can be 
observed that to maintain constant terminal voltage considering both 
(i) speed variation of ±10% around rated value and (ii) load (RL type) 
variation from no load to full load, together requires excitation 
capacitor variation from 55|j,f to 155|af. 
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Figure 3.19 demonstrates the generated frequency f^, variation 
for constant speed SEIG with output power when terminal voltage is 
maintained as constant by excitation capacitor variation. These 
frequency variations are not significant. The frequency changes only 
about 4% for output from no load to full load. The generated frequency 
variation for shaft speed variation in range ±10% around rated value 
are more pronounced as seen in Figure 3.21. It is observed that the 
frequency varies with speed practically linearly at a ratio of 
approximately 3Hz per lOOr.p.m. However, these variations may be 
tolerated for rural power supply where sophisticated, frequency 
sensitive loads are generally not present. 
The variations of stator current, load current and excitation 
current are shown in Figure 3.22. As expected the nature of the curves 
are practically linear. It is also noted that excitation current forms a 
major component of stator current I^,. 
3.5 Experimental Verification 
To prove the validity of the computed results obtained from the 
analysis, different experimental trials were conducted on a small Ihp 
induction machine (details given in appendix). The machine parameters 
were determined by conducting no load, blocked rotor test and by 
conducting some dc measurements. The machine was driven by a 1.5hp 
dc shunt motor. The experimental set up is shown in Figure 3.9a. The 
dc motor acting as the prime mover for the system supplies the active 
power to the SEIG for its losses and converted electrical power output. 
A single-phase variable capacitor bank was connected at the main 
winding terminals of single-phase induction machine to get the desired 
excitation. This variable capacitance supplies the reactive power need 
for the SEIG and electrical load. A variable single-phase resistance of 
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proper value was used as a resistive load. The experimental set up of 
this system is shown in Figure 3.9b. 
Various tests were conducted to verify the SEIG performances. 
The operating points recorded during a test are marked on the 
respective characteristics along with theoretical curves. The departure 
of the experimental operating point from theoretical curves may be 
attributed to simplifying assumptions to obtain the approximate model 
for the analysis. 
3.6 Conclusion 
The steady state analysis of single-phase SEIG is performed 
under various operating conditions to understand its behavior. A 
simplified method for steady state analysis is proposed and utilized to 
evaluate the performance of a single-phase SEIG at constant terminal 
voltage. The limits of required excitation capacitor Cj.,, are evaluated 
for maintaining the terminal voltage as constant while SEIG is 
supplying a load of varying nature and magnitude. The variation is 
generated frequency is also studied. Limited shaft speed variations 
(±10% around rated values) are also considered and its effects on 
generated frequency f^  and required excitation capacitor C^ ,, are 
highlighted. For constant shaft speed the frequency variation is within 
4% during full load variation. This may be acceptable in rural area 
where sophisticated loads may be absent. The results are supported by 
experimental results in the most of analyses. It is observed that a 
variable capacitor (55 - 155p,f for the SEIG under study) at the 
terminals of the SEIG can regulate the generated supply voltage at 
constant level for variation of load and shaft level for variation of load 
and shaft speed. A combination of STATCON and fixed capacitor C^ ^ 
may perform this task and may operate the machine to its maximum 
power capacity. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TRANSIENT ANALYSIS OF SINGLE-PHASE 
SELF-EXCITED INDUCTION GENERATOR (SEIG) 
4.1 Introduct ion 
The initiation of self excitation process in the self-excited 
induction generator SEIG is a transient phenomenon and is better 
understood if analyzed using instantaneous current and voltage build 
up within transient process. The instantaneous currents resulted by the 
transient analysis can also be used to investigate the process of current 
and voltage build up during perturbations caused by the load changes 
and to predict transient torque during the process of self excitation. 
The knowledge of instantaneous values of voltage, currents, torque 
etc. of SEIG during dynamic conditions are also of interest and helps 
in proper design of the system. Sometimes the machine winding is 
subjected to abnormal values of current and voltage during severe 
operating conditions like short circuit fault. Furthermore, there could 
be voltage dipsor demagnetizing if the system is overloaded or faced 
with high load perturbation. For avoiding such problems, the dynamic 
analysis becomes one of the key steps in the validation of the design 
process of the generator system and its protection circuits and thus 
eliminating inadvertent design mistakes and resulting errors in the 
prototype construction and design. In the transient equations of smooth 
air gap machines, the effect of saturation of the main flux paths is 
taken into account. So the transient analysis of SEIG is important to 
prove the validity of SEIG operation since the useful operation of the 
machine is wholly dependent of the saturation phenomenon. The 
dynamic model of the SEIG is used to design the controller for 
regulating voltage which is covered later in Chapter 6. 
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Since the steady state equivalent circuit of SEIG can not be used 
for calculating transient phenomenon, the analysis based on this 
circuit can not be readily used for predicting transient performance of 
the machine. The transient analysis of SEIG can be achieved using the 
generalized machine theory (GMT) representation of the machine. This 
representation is also called the d-q or q-d axis equivalent circuit 
model of the machine which is based on a one of the different 
reference frames and fundamental machine theory. 
In this chapter, the transient analysis of one-winding single-
phase SEIG shown earlier in Figure 3.1 is presented. A dynamic model 
of the system is developed in terms of q-d axes current state space 
equations including the cross saturation effect. The dynamic behaviour 
of the system such as voltage and currents build up etc. at no load and 
load conditions is investigated. 
4.2 Dynamic Modelling of Single-Phase self-excited 
induction generator SEIG 
The single-phase self-excited induction generator SEIG may have 
only one winding or two windings at quadrature to each other. One of 
them is known as main (M) while the other is known as an auxiliary 
winding (A). 
4.2.1 Dynamic Modelling of Two-winding Self-excited Induction 
Generator SEIG 
Due to the unsymmetrical main (M) and auxiliary (A) winding a 
single-phase SEIG can be considered as the two-phase unsymmetrical 
induction machine. Hence the no load q-d equivalent circuit is similar 
to the circuit of the two-phase unsymmetrical induction machine except 
the excitation capacitor bank. For the q-d equivalent circuit of the 
machine, the stator main winding (M) is taken as qs (or as) winding. 
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with Nq (or N^) equivalent turns and r^  (or r^ ) resistance and the 
auxiliary winding (A) is taken as ds (or bs) winding, with Nj (or Ng) 
equivalent turns and r^  (or r^) resistance. Thus the stator main winding 
is known as q-winding (or a-winding) and its auxiliary winding is 
known as d-winding (or b-winding). Similarly the rotor of the SEIG 
may be consider to consist of q-winding and d-winding. However, at 
this time it is convenient to refer all q-variables of the rotor to the qs 
(or as) winding of the N^ (or N J effective turns and all rotor d-
variables to the ds (or bs) winding with the N^ (or Ng) effective turns. 
In such a machine, time varying coefficients appears in the voltage, 
current equations in all reference frames except in the stationary 
reference frame which is fixed in the stator. Therefore, the machine 
variables should be transformed to the stationary reference frame in 
order to obtain voltage/current equations with constant parameters. The 
no load q-d equivalent circuit of single-phase two-winding series-shunt 
SEIG on the stationary reference frame is shown in Figure (4.1). For 
the no load analysis of SEIG, the voltage and mechanical system of 
equations is similar to that of the two-phase unsymmetrical induction 
machine except the q-d voltage equations of the excitation bank and the 
mechanical torque equation. Hence from Figure (4.1), the voltage 
equations of SEIG using Krause transformation (96) based on 
stationary reference frame are given as follows: 
Vds^ Vds+P^^ds (4.2) 
Vqr=rriqr-n r^>^dr+P>^qr (4-3) 
\^=r'^i\,-nQ)Xr+pKr (4 .4 ) 
PVqsc= TT- (4 .5 ) 
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pvasc= ir- (4-6) 
where the flux linkages of SEIG are given by: 
K-^J,.+Ks^',r (4.7) 
K=KUs+^J,r (4-8) 
^;,=L„i,r+LJ,s (4-9) 
?^dr=L,«i,,+LJ,, (4.10) 
where v^ ^ and v j^ are respectively the stator voltages of main 
(q-winding) and auxiliary (d-winding) windings, Vqr and Vds are 
respectively the rotor voltages of q- and d-windings referred to the 
stator q- and d- windings (q -winding and d -winding), the operator 
p = d/dt is a time derivation and ^g,,^js V ^^'^ Kr "^^ ^ respectively the 
flux linkages of q-, d-, q - and d -windingsof SEIG. 
In the transient analysis, the implicit assumption is that the stator and 
rotor self inductances of the machine windings are presented as sum of 
lumped value of leakage and magnetizing inductances (L, and L^) i.e. 
L„=L,s+L.s (4.11) 
Lss=L,s+Ln,s (4.12) 
L.=L,+L,s (4.13) 
LRR=L'.R+L.S (4.14) 
Where L^ ^ and Lgj are respectively the self inductances of q- and 
d-windings, Li^  and L|s are respectively the leakage inductances of the 
stator q- and d-windings, Lrr and LRR are respectively the self 
inductances of q and d -windings. Lir and LIR are respectively the 
leakage inductances of the rotor q and d-windings. L^^  and L^j are 
respectively the magnetizing inductances of the stator q- and 
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d-windings, C^ ^ is the excitation capacitance with q-winding and C^ .^ is 
the excitation capacitance with d-winding. Unlike the case of induction 
motor, leakage inductances of SEIG are assumed to be constants while 
the magnetizing inductances are considered variables due to the effect 
of the magnetizing flux linkage saturation. During the derivation of the 
dynamic model of SEIG, magnetizing inductances will be considered as 
constants to avoid the complexity in the model derivation. But during 
the transient computations they will be subjected to their magnetizing 
characteristics given in the magnetizing curve (L^ versus i^) which 
can be obtained by the synchronous test on the machine. 
From equations (4.1) and (4.7): 
P^qs^ptLisiqs+L^^iq,+L^,i,J 
P^qs = p t , s i q s j + P t m s i q s j + P t , „ s i q r ) 
Since the leakage and magnetizing inductances of the SEIG are 
considered constant, hence the solution of the above equation will be 
as follows: 
P^s=L„pi,3+L^,pi^,+L„3pi,, 
P^s=L,sPiqs+L.sPtiqs+vJ (4-15) 
Similarly, 
P?^ds=LisPids+LmsP(ids+idr) (4.16) 
P>^'qr=L'lrPiqr + L , s P ( i q s + i q r ) ( 4 - 1 7 ) 
P?^dr=L,pidr+L.sP(ids+idr) (4.18) 
Substitute these values into equations (4.1)-(4.4), the voltage equations 
of the two-winding SEIG will be as follows: 
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v,s=rsi<,s+L,sPics+L,,p(i<„+i',J (4.19) 
v<is=rsids+L,pi,3+L,3p(i,,+i,J (4.20) 
Vq,=r;i,, +L;,pi;,, +L^,p(iq, +i;,J-n<y,(L'RRi,, +L„si,J (4.21) 
Vdr^rRidr+L'i^pid,+L„sp(i<„+idJ+mw,(L„i;,,+LJ<,J (4.22) 
and the flux linkage equations of the machine are as follows: 
K=Wi,, + Lji^,+iJ (4.23) 
^ds=L,i,3+L,,(i,,+i,J (4.24) 
\.=L,\+KsL+iJ (4.25) 
^qr=L'iRidr+L.s(ids+idr) (4-26) 
where i^ j =i^ and i^ ^ =-ibs ^^e respectively the transient currents of the 
stator main and auxiliary windings(q-winding and d-winding), i qr = i ar 
and i dr =-i br are respectively the transient currents of the rotor q-and 
d- windings referred to the stator q-and d-windings(q -windingand 
d -winding) respectively, rr and r^  are the resistances of the rotor q-
and d-windings respectively referred to the stator q- and d- windings 
N N, 
respectively, n=—-=—- is turns ratio of the main winding to auxiliary 
winding, m is the inverse of n i.e. "^~Tp~TP' ^r is the rotor angular 
s q 
speed of SEIG, igs'^ iM ^^^ ^bs '^^ A ^^^ respectively the currents of 
stator a^  and bs windings, iar and i br are respectively the currents of 
rotor ar and br windings referred to the stator ay and bs windings 
respectively and i^  is the main current of the auxiliary winding. 
From the q-d equivalent circuit of the machine, the magnitude of the 
magnetizing current i„ is given in the following equation: 
,=>/(! q s + i q r ) ' + ( i d s + i d r ) ' ( 4 - 2 7 ) In, 
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4.2.2. Dynamic Modelling of One-winding Self-excited Induction 
Generator SEIG 
The schematic diagram of one-winding self-excited induction generator 
SEIG is shown in Figure 4.1. It is clear that there is no auxiliary 
winding A (ds or bs winding). The circuit representation of this system 
in q-d axes stationary reference frame is shown in Figure (4.2) and its 
q-d equivalent circuit on the same frame is shown in Figure (4.3). With 
this situation, the current of this winding i^ ^ is zero hence the 
equations of ds winding will be eliminated from the voltage/current 
equations of the two-winding SEIG (4.19-4.27). Thus the 
voltage/current and flux linkage equations of the one-winding SEIG 
will be as follows: 
^qs=rsiqs+L„pi,3+L„,pi,, (4.28) 
V,r=rriqr + L > i ; , , +L„,piq, - nfi^ L^'^ R idr ( 4 . 2 9 ) 
Vdr=rRidr +LRRpid, +mo),{i:„u,+LjJ (4.30) 
q^s=L33i<„ +L,„,i;„ =L,3i^, +L,„,(iq, +i;,J (4.31) 
K=W^\r+KsK^=W^',r +L,„sliqs +iqr) ( 4 - 3 2 ) 
^dr=L,,i,,=i;,(L,+L„3) (4.33) 
PVqsc=-7r- (4.34) 
At no load, the excitation current ic is given by 
ic=-iqs=-CqPVq^ (4.35) 
At load: 
Vqs 
the load current ii=-:z~ (4.36) 
, the excitation current ic=iqs-iL (4.37) 
and the excitation voltage PVc^ pv s^ (4.38) 
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For the cage rotor, \'^^ and v^ ^ are set to zero. From equations (4.28) 
and (4.29): 
V r L 
Plqs=-j—-T-^s-T—Plqr ( 0 
^ r r ^ r r ^ r r 
Substituting the value of pi^ ^ from equation (ii) into (i), we get: 
piqs~(L>qs -rsL^iqs +L„,r„i;„ -n<y,L„3LRRi,J (4.39) 
Similarly substitute the value of pi^ ^ from equation (i) into equation 
(ii), we get: 
P i q r ~ ( - r r L s s i q r + ' ^ ^ r L s s L R R i d r - L m s % + ' - s L , n s i q s ) ( 4 - 4 0 ) 
From equation (4.30): 
pidr=-7^Kidr+m6;,(L„i;,,+L,,i,3)} (4.41) 
Where D = L 3 , L , - L L (4.42) 
Equation (4.39)-(4.41) may be written in the following matrix form: 
p[iHLriIv]-{[+'»,[0MiI (4.43) 
where [i], [L]~', [V], [r] and [G] are current, inverse of transformer 
inductance, voltage, resistance and rotational inductance matrices of 
SEIG and are defined as follows: 
[iHiqsiqridrT 
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^ ^ D 
-L„ 
[v]=K, 0 Oj 
0 
0 
D/ 
' R R . 
w= 
[G]= 
fs 
0 
0 
'o 
0 
. ^ m s 
0 
fr 
0 
0 
0 
L. 
0 
0 
^R. 
0 
- L 
0 
RR 
As shown in Figure 4.3, the magnitude of magnetizing current i^ of 
one-winding single-phase SEIG is given by: 
(4.44) 
-i' 1^  +i^ 
'qm ^ ' d m 
where !,,„ =iqs+iqr ^^^ magnetizing current of the stator q-winding and 
d^m i^dr is the magnetizing current of the stator d-winding. 
Hence 
= V(iqs+iqr)'+idr' (4.45) 
Similarly the magnetizing inductance L^ of the SEIG is given by 
L . = V L V ^ = V L L ^ mS (4.46) 
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since the magnetization characteristic of the machine is non-linear in 
saturation region. The non-linear variation of the magnetizing 
inductance L^ with exciting current i,„ is represented in the 
magnetizing characteristic obtained by the synchronous speed test on 
the machine. This magnetizing characteristic plotted between L^ ^ and 
i^ is shown in Figure (4.4). The magnetizing inductances L^ ,^  and L„,<; 
of the machine are calculated from the equation of this curve. 
The equation of the mechanical motion of the system is given by: 
(4.47) T,,=j[^|jp^,+T, 
where: 
Tjh is the input torque supplied by the prime mover, 
Te=mL„l- iqjijr is the electromagnetic torque of the generator 
acting against the input torque T^^ , 
J is the moment of inertia of the machine rotor (Kg.m^ or J.s^) 
and P is the number of poles of the machine. 
From the equation (4.57): 
po), 2J (4.48) 
For the computer simulation, the dynamic model of one-winding 
single-phase SEIG can be described by the following five differential 
equations derived earlier: 
p[i]=[Lrttv]-{[r]H-«,[G])[iI 
i.c 
Pv<,s=PVc=PV, = - -
P - . — ( T . - T j 
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(a) q-axis 
o ' R -AA/V-
(b) d-axis 
Fig. (4.1) The q-d equivalent circuit of two-winding single-phase SEIG 
at no load. 
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R, 
AA/v^ 
\ + 
c„ 
e^ 
\s + 
qs u 
q-axis 
a-axis 
Fig. (4.2) The one-winding single-phase SEIG in the Stationary reference 
frame. 
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L '^ 
R, 
(a) at no load 
(b) at load 
Fig. (4.3) The q-d equivalent circuit of one-winding single-phase self-excited 
induction Generator SEIG. 
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4.3 Digital Simulation 
For computing the instantaneous values of tlie various 
performance variables, the digital simulation of the mathematical 
model derived in the last section is carried out. The first order 
differential equations of the developed model are solved by Euler's 
numerical technique of integration. The time step length considered for 
numerical solution of the differential equations is taken as 0.1 )a second 
to obtain good accuracy. The variation of direct and quadrature 
magnetization inductance (L^^ and L,„s) with magnetizing current i,„ 
are represented by quadratic equation to include the effect of nonlinear 
due to magnetic saturation in the digital simulation. The input data to 
the simulation programs consist of generator parameters and excitation 
capacitance. Due to the necessity of residual magnetism (or a small 
charge on the capacitor) for onset of self excitation phenomenon, the 
programs start with as assumption of a very small value of terminal 
voltage Vqj. The transient conditions included for digital simulation are 
process of self excitation, the effect of changing the excitation 
capacitance on the terminal voltage Vqs at no load and load cases and 
the development of the stator and magnetizing currents for the values 
of excitation capacitance 68.25 [x¥, 73.85 )aF and 79.25 |aF. These 
values of capacitance C^ ^ have also been used in the experimental and 
theoretical steady state analysis for the purpose of comparing the 
results. 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
The dynamic performances of a 750W single-phase SEIG were 
obtained using the above procedure at no load and load cases. The 
results illustrating the output as well magnetizing currents of the 
machine are presented in Figures (4.5 - 4.13). The development of 
terminal voltage v^ ^ (or v,), stator current i^ ^ (or i^,), q-component of 
magnetizing current i^ ^ (or i^ )^ and the magnetizing current i,„ are 
shown for different values of var excitation. From the no load results 
presented in Figures. (4.5 - 4.7), the peak values of v^ ^ and i^ ^ for 
excitation capacitance C^ ^ values (i) 68.25^F, (ii) 73.85|j.F and (iii) 
79.25^F respectively are (i) 309.7V, 6.3A (ii) 353.17V, 7.63A and (iii) 
390.78V and 8.8A, as shown in (i) Figure (4.5), (ii) Figure (4.6) and 
(iii) Figure (4.7). The equivalent rms values of these quantities are (i) 
219V, 4.45A, (ii) 249.73V, 5.4A and (iii) 276.33V and 6.29A which are 
close to those obtained by experimental work as well as steady state 
analysis and illustrated in Figures 3.13 and 3.12 earlier. 
In the loaded SEIG the dynamic performance were obtained for 
two load cases in each value of excitation capacitancesC^^'s mentioned 
above for the purpose of verification of results. The performances are 
illustrated in Figure (4.8) to Figure (4.13) and summarized in the 
following table: 
68.25 
73.85 
79.25 
Output 
power 
Po 
(Watts) 
93.9 
172.2 
109.6 
190.34 
107.44 
216.51 
Load 
resistance 
(Ohms) 
417.1 
208.7 
417.1 
224.7 
486.5 
224.7 
Peak 
value 
of V,, 
(Volts) 
271.46 
235.05 
315.423 
263.4256 
357.3033 
319.536 
RMS 
value 
(Volts) 
191.95 
166.2 
223.04 
200.41 
252.65 
225.95 
Peak 
value 
of iqs 
(Amps.) 
5.6515 
5.03034 
6.98212 
6.42318 
8.3141 
7.64938 
RMS 
value 
of i . 
(Amps) 
3.996 
3.65 
4.94 
4.54 
5.89 
5.41 
Generated 
frequency 
fb (Hz) 
44 
46 
43 
44 
42 
43 
All the Figures of this analysis show that the generated 
frequencies f obtained by transient analysis are slightly less as 
compared to those obtained experimentally or theoretically in steady, 
state analysis. 
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>» 
< 
Fig. ( 4.5 ) The transient response of 1-winding I-phase SEIG at no bad, 
rated speed and Csh=68.25 ^.F. 
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< 
< 
E 
Fig. (4.6 ) The transient response of 1-winding 1-phase SEIG at no bad, 
rated speed and Csh=73.85 |a,.F. 
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>» 
< 
Fig. ( 4.7 ) The transient response of 1-winding 1-phase SEIG at no bad, 
rated speed and Csh=79.25 ^.F. 
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0.5 1.5 2 2.5 
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3.5 
Fig. (4.8 ) The transient response of 1-winding I-phase SEIG at bad 
(RL=417.1 Q ) , rated speed and Csh=68.25 ^.F. 
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0.5 3.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 
Time, sec 
Fig. (4.9 ) The transient response of 1-winding 1-phase SEIG at bad 
(RL=208.7 Q ) , rated speed and Csh=68.25 ^.F. 
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< 
i 
< 
E 
Fig. ( 4.10 ) The transient response of 1-winding 1-phase SEIG at bad 
(RL=417.1 Q ) , rated speed and Csh=73.85 ^.F. 
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>» 
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9 
- 1.5 
Fig. ( 4.11 ) The transient response of 1-winding 1-phase SEIG at load 
(RL=224.7 Q) , rated speed and Csh=73.85 |i.F. 
< 
< 
Time, sec 
Fig. (4.12) The transient response of 1-winding 1-phase SEIG at bad 
(RL=486.5 Q ) , rated speed and Csh=79.25 ^.F. 
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Fig. ( 4.13 ) The Terminal voltage Vqs of 1-winding 1-phase SEIG at load 
(RL=224.7 Q) , rated speed and Csh=79.25 n.F. 
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4.5 Conclusion 
The dynamic model for single-winding single-phase SEIG has 
been given for the purposes of transient analysis. The results are 
verified by comparing experimental and theoretical results obtained 
from the steady state analysis. The results are found to be in close 
conformity with each other. 
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CHAPTER 5 
DESIGN AND MODELLING OF SYNCHRONOUS 
LINK CONVERTER VAR COMPENSATOR 
SLCVC (STATCON) OF SINGLE-PHASE 
SELF-EXCITED INDUCTION 
GENERATOR (SEIG) 
5.1 Introduction 
As the self-excited induction generator SEIG starts, the induced 
voltage V, and current i^ , continue to rise till they reach steady state 
values where the var supplied by the excitation capacitance C^ ,, is 
balanced by the var demanded by machine. This condition is essentially 
decided by the magnetic circuit saturation of the machine. At this stage 
the SEIG may feed a load at voltage and frequency dictated by the 
value of capacitor bankC^,,. 
Since the capacitive reactance X^ of C^ ,, is inversely 
proportional to the generated frequency f, the falling of speed T due to 
the machine loading causes an increase in X^ which determines a 
lower generated voltage Vt and results poor voltage regulation in the 
machine terminals. Furthermore even if the speed of the machine prime 
mover is constant, the generated frequency is effected by the varying 
load. 
For regulating the voltage of SEIG, variable reactive power var 
compensation should be supplied continuously to the machine during 
the variation of load. So a proper var compensator should be used to 
compensate continuously the var needed by the system. Single-phase 
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synchronous link, half-bridge, current controlled, voltage source 
inverter (CC-VSI) shown in Figure 5.2 has been chosen to be the var 
compensator in our SEIG, It has been used successfully in different 
power systems applications. This new class of compensator is known 
by several terminologies such as synchronous link converter var 
compensator SLCVC, var generator, advanced static var generator, 
synchronous solid state var compensator, pulsewidth modulation 
(PWM) inverter var compensator, static compensator STATCOM, static 
condenser STATCON, self-commutated static var compensator SCSVC 
etc. Here we will refer to this class of compensator as STATCON. This 
voltage regulator is considered as static version a synchronous 
condenser. Compared to other types of var compensators it has many 
advantages such as compactness, fast dynamic response and 
effectiveness even at low voltage. 
STATCON also improves the frequency regulation of the load 
voltage VL even if the electrical angular frequency of the prime mover 
for a short while deviates from the electrical angular frequency of the 
load voltage. Thus the STATCON has three important roles in the 
present system namely improving the frequency regulation for the 
SEIG, providing a mechanism of voltage regulation to the system and 
compensating for the reactive power var required by both SEIG and the 
ac load. STATCON has no inertia and has much faster response than 
the other conventional SVC's. Its more important advantages are (i) 
var compensation is independent of the voltage of the location where it 
is connected, (ii) it requires less maintenance compared to its rotating 
counterparts, (iii) it has small size and weight since it has no storage 
element except electrolytic capacitors on the dc link side and (iv) it 
requires small real power to compensate the internal losses of the 
inverter and keeping the dc capacitors charged at a specific voltage 
level. 
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Since the estimation of the var required for constant terminal 
voltage is important for the proper selection of design of the voltage 
regulator (STATCON), this var requirement has been determined in 
chapter 3 and shown in Figure (3.18). In that Figure, the range of var 
requirement (for resistive R load) is found to vary from 835VA to 
2068VA whereas the mean value of the range is 1452 VA. 
The STATCON based voltage regulation may be implemented in 
two ways. 
(i) Supply a minimum constant var of 834VA by a fixed 
capacitor C^ ^ of 50.26^f to generate 230V at no load. An 
STATCON of 600 VA capacity is connected to provide 
addition variable VA to regulate voltage during loading 
condition, 
(ii) Supplying an average constant var of 1452 VA by a fixed 
capacitor C^ ^ of 87.4 f^. This capacitor would generate a 
voltage higher than rated value at no load. An STATCON that 
operates in range -300 VA to +300 VA is connected to 
provide the needed lagging/leading var to regulate the 
voltage. 
In first option the STATCON supplies leading var from 0 to 600VA, 
whereas in later it supplies leading/lagging var in range 0 to 300 VA as 
shown in Figure 5.1, From the economy point of view, the second 
option is better because of lower size and cost of the STATCON. The 
design of both 600VAR and 300 VAR will be presented here. Then the 
mathematical model of the STATCON will be obtained to use its 
resulted equations in the digital simulation programs used to analyze 
the system. 
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VAR Compensation 
2068 
1100 Load(W) 
Fig. ( 5.1 ) Options for the rate of Var Compensator (STATCON) of regulated voltage SEIG. 
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5.2 Design of VAR Compensator (STATCON) of Single-
phase Self-excited Induction Generator SEIG 
With the introduction of self commutated devises like power 
transistor, MOSFETs and GTOs, pulsewidth modulation (PWM) 
inverter design got simplified considerably and could be the 
replacement of the classical SCR based inverters. 
Both voltages as well as current source types of PWM self-
commutated inverters have the primary advantages of delivering near 
sinusoidal input currents at unity power factor and 0-360° power angle 
range. 
The switching devices such as power transistor or MOSFETs 
used by the PWM voltage source inverter have low current ratings but 
high switching frequency ratings as compared to GTOs. Thus they can 
serve low to medium power applications while the GTOs are more 
suitable in high power applications. 
The basic configuration used by the single-phase half-bridge 
bidirectional voltage source inverter (STATCON) is shown in Figure 
5.2 along with its operational modes. The typical switching waveforms 
of the input voltage v^^ , input current i^ ^ and switches conducting 
period of STATCON are shown in Figure 5.3. As shown, the switches 
S^  and Sg generate a voltage v^ „ between terminals a and n which 
opposes the STATCON input voltage v^ .^ The pattern of the STATCON 
switching voltage v^ „ is typically a two level waveform ±\^J2 as 
shown in Figure 5.3(a). The output voltage of the STATCON V^^ can 
be suitably pulsewidth modulated to obtain a variable voltage v,,, 
which can be used to compensate the var required to regulate the 
terminal voltage V, of the SEIG during varying load. Hysteresis 
current control HCC is used to control the switching of the switches S^  
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and Sg. In this technique, the STATCON input current i^ ^ is controlled 
in a hysteresis band of narrow window AI„ using the ON-OFF 
switching of STATCON switches S^  and Sg. The reference current 
signal \^ =1,^ sin {coX + ^) is derived from the input voltagev^^. The 
STATCON input current i^ ^ waveshape is controlled by switching 
action of S^  and Sg such that i^^ follows i^  within hysteresis window 
AI^. The current i„ varies within i^iO.SI^ range as shown in Figure 
5.3(b). As switching durations are small i^  may be approximated as 
constant for chosen time scale within hysteresis band. The current i^^ 
rises in the ON time At, of Sg to reach the upper limit of the window 
while falls in the OFF time Atj to reach the lower limit of the 
windowAI^,,. In this duration At,+At,, the value of i^  remain almost 
constant as Al„ is assumed to be quite small. 
In order to understand the design aspects of STATCON, it is 
necessary to evaluate the dc link current in the inverter. The inverter 
dc link currents i^^ and i^ ,^ may be evaluated on the base of "local 
average" criterion. Based on the "local average" definition of currents, 
the dc link currents of STATCON are evaluated and are given below: 
i,,, =-^sin(6;t + ^) + ^^^{cos(p-cos(2(yt+ <;>)} (5.1) 
idc2 =—sm{coX + (^)-^^^^{cos(p-cos(2coi + (p)} (5.2) 
2 2Vjj 
where: 
V^ = the peak of the STATCON input voltage v^ ,^ 
I^ = the peak of the reference current i,,, 
^= the operating power factor angle and 
Vj^  = the output dc voltage (dc link voltages) of both dc capacitors C ,^ 
and C,, ( C „ - C , , = C J . 
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T *~ 
V, 
V, 
V,, 
c = c = c 
^ d l ^ d 2 ^ d 
( a ) Circuit diagram . 
SB 
-il 
Switch ON mode 
L 
• 'd l 
C, 
Switch OFF mode 
L 
D, 
C,.^ 
Switch ON mode Switch OFF mode 
( b ) Operating modes. 
Fig. (5.2) The Var compensator (STATCON) of single-phase one-winding self-excited 
induction generator SEIG. 
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V. 
^ - ^^ 
_,^ 
0 n 27r 
( a ) Typical switching voltage v waveform of STATCON. 
'cs i. 
At, -*- -*— At, N^i . ^ 
( b ) Typical input current waveform of STATCON in one switching cycle. 
1 
SA 
0 
1 
SB 
0 
1 
'dc 
0 
SB=1-SA 
1 I 
i 
j 
1 
1 
j 
( c ) Typical gating signals. 
Fig. ( 5.3 ) Process configurations of SEIG VAR compensator (STATCON). 
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The instantaneous input ac power of the STATCON p^ ^ is given by: 
Pes =Vcs-'cs = V „ s i n 6 ; t . l , „ s i n ( 6 X + (z)) 
V I (5.3) 
= ^ ^ ^ ^ {cos (j> - COS {iQA + (j>)} 
while the instantaneous output dc power of the STATCON p^ ^ is given 
by: 
Pdc=^(idc,-idc2) = ^ { c o s ^ c o s ( 2 ^ t + ^ )} (5.4) 
Equations (5.3) and (5.4) show that both the instantaneous ac and dc 
powers of the STATCON are equal. 
Now the averages of the input ac and output dc powers P^^ and P^^ are 
given as: 
P c s = ^ c o s ^ (5.5) 
and 
Pdc=V,,.I,, (5.6) 
where I^ ^ is the average output dc (dc link current) of STATCON. 
Since the STATCON is considered as ideal controller, both P^^ and P^ .^ 
are equal and hence 
Idc=-^^cos(z) (5.7) 
2V 
Thus equations (5.1) and (5.2) can be rewritten as: 
i,„ =i2^sin(tyt + ^ ) - ^ c o s ( f i ; t + (;)) +1, , (5.8) 
i,,, -J^sin(a;t + (p) + ^ c o s ( « t + <?))-I,, (5.9) 
^ -^ * d c 
The design procedure is based on the following assumptions: 
(1) Finite supply impedance considered to be mainly inductive. 
(2) input current control (bi-directional power flow regulated 
through hysteresis current control HCC technique. 
(3) switching devices selected to be either power transistor or 
MOSFETs so that low to medium power applications can be 
realized. 
(4) effect of snubber circuit across the devices not being 
considered. 
If the input voltage of STATCON is 220V, the input voltage to 
ensure no reverse biased conditions for diodes is guided by following 
criterion. 
V 
V <—^ 
" 2V2 
Vds>2V2V„ 
>2V2*220 
V,3>622.1V 
Therefore V^^ is chosen as 700V 
5.2.1 Design of 600 VAR STATCON 
Design Data 
Output dc power P^ ^ -600W 
Input voltage V^^ = 1-ph,220Volts,50Hz 
Output dc voltage V^ ^ =700V 
Output voltage ripple Av^ p^p,^ , =5.0%of V^^ 
Input current ripple =1.0% of the boost inductor current 
Switching frequency at rated load f^^ =30.0KHz 
Acceptable supply voltage distortion =1.0% 
Supply short circuit impedance =3.0% 
The ratings of various components of STATCON v/i\\ be 
evaluated as given below: 
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The output dc current L =—^= =0.86A 
' V,, 700 
Since the maximum current condition occurs at ^=0 and 
wt = 90°, hence maximum (peak) input current 
2V I I =—^^^=3.87A 
m y 
m 
(1) For the Boost Inductor L: 
The inductor L is used to limit the current rate, smoothing 
compensator current waveform and connecting the STATCON to the 
generator system. The combination of C^ ^ and L acts as the second-
order low-pass filter. The rms current rating of L (I|„d) is: 
. , .=^=2 .74A 
The actual value of I,„j can be considered to be 1.05 times the 
calculated \,„^ to account for the device power losses, wiring copper 
losses and wiring joint losses, hence 
Actual I j„d =1.05* 2.62 = 2.88 A 
For the ripple current of L = I % actual l|^j, the value of L can be 
selected based on a desired switching frequency as follows: 
V2V,, .100 
L = '' ., (5.10) 
^(27rf,^)Ii„d 
^ V2* 700* 100 . _ - . „ 
L = —; z = 58.05 mH 
2 ; r - •30*10 '* 2.88 
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Since the inductor L is in ac side and the ripple current is quite 
low, the inductor can be designed with iron core and the increase in 
core losses due to the high frequency of the ripple current must be 
taken into account. 
(2) Selection of Output Capacitor Banks (Cj,and C^jii 
The dc capacitors of STATCON are employed as the voltage 
sources at the dc side of the STATCON. Therefore, a good voltage 
regulation is maintained at the SEIG terminal by keeping the dc link 
voltage Vjj invariable. From the ripple currents i(.i=idci ^^^ 'c^  ^''dc^ 
of the capacitor banks C,,, and Cj, given in equations (5.8) and 
(5.9), the output voltage ripple AV(,.,pp|^ ) is determined to be as: 
I V 
Av =—"" ' "— (5 1 n 
where &) = 2;rf",, =the angular frequency, radians/sec 
and f^  =the supply frequency. 
For the output voltage ripple Av^ ^^pp,^ , =5.0% V^ ,^ , the value of capacitor 
banks C ,^ and C ,^ (C^, = C ,^ = C^) can be found by: 
V I *100 
C,>-^ ^ -^^ ^^^ (5.12) 
2V2V'W*5 
C,> 
'dc 
311.13*3.87*100 
2V2(700)^ *2*7:*50*5 
C, > 55.31//F 
The rms current in the capacitor banks C ,^ and C^ j^  (I^^) is given by: 
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^cd~' 2V2 + 
V.I . (5.13) 
3.87 
,2V2 + 
311.13*3.87 
2V2*700 
V2.242=1.5A 
The current rating of the capacitor banks should be greater than I^ ^ 
Hence, actual I^ ^ > 1.05*1.5 > 1.6A. 
Taking at least 20% safety factor, the dc voltage rating of C ,^ and C^ j, 
V, dc 700 (C„=C, , = C J > 1 . 2 * ^ > 1 . 2 * — > 4 2 0 V ) 
(3) Selection o switching devices S^  and S^: 
Owing to Figure 5.2b, whenever SQ conductor, S^  has to block 
the full voltage V^ ^ acting across it. Thus, the forward blocking voltage 
rating of S^  (and Sg) should be greater than V^^ . A minimum voltage 
safety factor of 1.3 should be considered to account for over charging 
of the capacitors. Therefore, the forward blocking voltage is 
>1.3*V<,, >1.3*700>910V . 
Since S^  and S^  conduct only for half cycle in each cycle of the 
input voltage and the current flow through Sg is i^ ^^  (given by (5.9)). 
hence the rms current I^  of switches S^  and Sg will be: 
@ 
l=J—\ii,,,fdcot 
and the approximate value of I5 is given by 
(5.14) 
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Is = 
I,./2 
+ 
m m dc 
+ 
V I /2V 
4^ 
(5.15) 
I =, 
r3.87] 
L 4 J 
2 
+ 
311.13*3.87 
4*700 
2 r 
+ 
311.13*3.87 
2V2*700 
-12 
I =1.221 A 
Actual I, >1.05*1.22>1.28A 
The peak current condition on a switch occur for ^=0 and 
G;t = 90°. Since the peak current l^(p^^\,) is restricted within hysteresis 
window AI^, it will be given by: 
s(peak) m 
^AI, ^ 
\ •^ y 
(5.16) 
where —^=hb=half band of hysteresis window A! , 
2 
fAl ^ 
—^ = maximum (peak) value of hb 
V 2 ^ 
and (Ii„d),n= peak value of the inductor L current. 
So the peak current Ij^ pea^  required to be provided by each device 
while in working condition is, 
Is(pea.,>(V2*2.88}f|^^*V2*2.88 
> 4.11A 
Since the current transfer from diode to the switching device is 
almost instantaneous and is determined by, 
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dl 
dt 
I. 
turn on time of the switching device 
(5.17) 
Therefore, the minimum di/dt rating of the device should be greater 
than that obtained by this equation. Hence for the device turn on time 
=0.5^sec. 
d[ 
dt 
V2*2.88 g , , . . 
> >S.l5 A/jusec 
0.5 
The voltage across a switch changes from zero lo W^^ at a finite 
time depending upon the turn on time characteristics of the device. 
Hence the dv/dt can be estimated by 
dv 
dt 
V dc 
turn on time of the switching device 
(5.18) 
and the minimum dv/dt rating should be greater than the one obtained 
by this equation. Thus for the device turn on time = 0.5)asec. 
dv 
dt 
V 700 
> ^ L > i ^ > 1400 V///sec 
0.5 0.5 
(4) Selection of Diodes D, and D^; 
Diodes D, and D2 have to block the full voltage V^ ^ acting 
across the cathode and anode of each one during the conducting period 
of switches S^ and Sg. Therefore, the peak inverse voltage (respective) 
rating of diode D, (and D2) should be greater than V^^ ,. Thus a 
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minimum voltage safety factor of 1.3 should be considered to account 
for overcharging of the capacitor. 
.-.The peak inverse voltage (repetitive) of the diode D, (or D-,) 
>1.3Vj^ >1.3*700>910V. 
Diodes D, and D, conduct only for half cycle (freewheeling 
periods) in each cycle of the input voltage. During the conducting 
period of D,, the current 1^ ,^ given by (5.8) flows through it. Thus the 
rms current rating of diodes D, and Dj (I^) will be: 
'-iJj*' lD=fcJ(id.,)'d<Bt (5.19) 
and the approximate value of I^ is given by (5.15), hence the rms 
current rating of the diode Io>1.221A and the actual I^ > 1.28 A. 
The peak current condition of the diode is similar to that of 
switch and since the peak current lD(peak)^ d(peak) is restricted within 
hysteresis window AI„, it can be obtained by the expression (5.16), 
hence the peak current rating iD(peak) > 4.11 A. 
RMS and peak current ratings here are the currents which the 
device should be able to deliver when mounted on heat sink at the 
given ambient specifications. 
5.2.2 Design of 300VAR STATCON 
All the design data are same to that of 600 VAR STATCON except 
the output dc power P^ ^ =300W. 
Hence, the output dc current 1^ , = 300/700 = 0.43 A 
2*700*0.43 
and the peak input current I,^  = — — = 1.935A. 
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(1.) For the Boost Inductor L ; 
1.935 
The rms current rating l,„^ =—7=^ = 1.37 A 
Actual! j„^  =1.05* 1.37 = 1.44 A 
V2* 700 MOO 
The boost inductor L = —j -. = 116.1mH 
2;r^*30*10-'M.44 
(2.) Selection of Output Capacitor Bank (C^iand C,,^): 
The value of the capacitor banks Cj is: 
^ 311.13*1.935*100 ^ 
C„ = C , = C. ^ r- _ , . — ^27.65/^ F 
'dl '-'d2 2V2*(700)'*2;r*50*5 
The rms current of the capacitor banks I^ j^ is: 
' c d ~ ' 
1.935 
2V2 + 
311.13*1.935 
2V2*700 
= 0.75 A 
Actual I,d > 1.05* 0.75 > 0.79 A 
700 
The dc voltage rating of (Cj, = C^ ^ = C J > 1.2*—- >420 V 
(3.) Selection of Switching Devices S^ and Sp: 
The forward blocking voltage of the switch S^CorSe) > 1.3*700 > 910 V 
The rms current rating of the switch S^  (or Sg) I^  is: 
I = 1.935 
- i2 311.13*1.935 
4*700 
311.13*1.935 
2V2*700 
= 0.61A 
Actual L > 1.05*0.61 > 0.64 A 
The peak current rating of the switches S^^ (or Sg) 
^s(peak)-^^ >(V2*1.44)+[—*V2*1.44l>2.1A 
^ ^ UOO J 
Considering the device turn on time of 0.5 f^sec, 
and 
di_ 
dt 
dv 
dt 
1-85 ^ o ^ , , 
0.5 ^ 
> — > 1400 V///sec 
0.5 
(4.) Selection of Diodes D, and D^: 
For the Diode D, (or D^): 
The peak inverse voltage> 1.3*700>910V, 
the rms current rating I^ > 0.61 A, 
a c t u a l lofnns) > 0.64 A 
and the peak current rating l^^^^^^,^ >2.1 A. 
5.3 Mathematical Model of STATCON 
From Figure 5.2(a), the KVL equation of the STATCON circuit 
is as follows: 
VnN+VN3 + V3„=0 
or v„N-V3N + v ,„ -0 
^an ^ a N ' ^ n N 
V. 
(5.3.1) 
but v„^=—^, hence equation (5.3.1) will be: 
dc 
Va« = V,N - 2 (5.3.2) 
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When S^ is ON (i.e. S.^=l), the node a will be at higher potential of 
both Cji and 0^2 hence 
v,N = SAV,, (5.3.3) 
Substituting this value into equation (5.3.2), we get: 
Va„-SAV,, - ^ = V,,(SA-0.5) (5.3.4) 
Since y^ ^ is e„ , hence 
ecs = V,,(SA-0.5) (5.3.5) 
During the conducting period of SA ( S A = 1 ) for half cycle of each 
cycle, 
idci=-SAi„ (i) 
During the conducting period o f S s (SB = 1) for h a l f o f e a c h cycle, 
idc2=SBi„ (ii) 
Hence the dc link current through whole cycle will be 
idc=idci+idc2-(SB-SA)i„ (5.3.6) 
where SA and SB are the switching functions for the ON/OFF 
positions of the VSI bridge switches S^ and Sg respectively. The 
switching functions SA and SB assume the value of 1 for ON condition 
and value of 0 for OFF condition as shown in Figure 5.3(c). As shown 
in the conducting periods diagram of the STATCON (Figure 5.3(c)). 
the switching function SB = 0 when the switching function SA = 1 and 
vice-versa. Therefore, the relationship between SA and SB may be 
represented by the following equations: 
SA=(1-SB) (5.3.7) 
or SB = (1-SA) ^ ' 
Substitute these values into equations (5.3.5) and (5.3.6) we get: 
ecs-V,,(SA-0.5)-V,,(0.5-SB) (5.3.8) 
and 
i,, = (l-2SA)i,, =(2SB-l)i,, (5.3.9) 
Another expression for the do link current i^ ^ in terms of V^^ is as 
follows: 
d V,. C. d V, dc _ d dc 
dt 2 ~ ' 2 dt idc = - C , x - ^ = - ^ - ^ (5.3.10) 
From this equation, the dc link voltage V^^ may be determined as 
follows: 
Substitute the value of i^ ^ from equation (5.3.9) into this equation we 
get: 
PVdc=-7^(l-2SA)i„ = - -^(2SB-l)i , , (5.3.12) 
^ d ' ^ d 
Now the KVL equation of the STATCON circuit may be written in the 
following form: 
v . - L — - e , . = 0 
dt L hence P'cs ^ ^ = r K s - e , J (5.3.13) 
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If the value of e^ .^  is substituted from equations (5.3.8) and (5.3.9) into 
this equation we will get; 
pics=Y;{Vcs-V,c(SA-0.5)} (5.3.14) 
or 
pics=fKs-Vac(0.5-SB)} (5.3.15) 
The circuit diagram of the STATCON connected to the self excited 
induction generator SEIG is shown in Figure (5.4). 
5.4 Simulation of the STATCON 
The performance of the STATCON's designed earlier have to be 
tested to verify the validity and accuracy of its design and modelling 
process presented in the previous sections. Digital simulation programs 
have been developed to compute the performances of 600 var and 300 
var STATCONs separately. In these programs, the Euler's numerical 
technique is used to solve the first-order differential equations (5.3.12) 
and (5.3.14). The inputs given to these programs are the values of the 
boost inductor L, dc output capacitor Cj, the peak current rating and 
the hysteresis band (hysteresis window Al^ )^ which have been 
determined in the design models. The input voltages v^ .^  of STATCON 
is equal to the terminal voltage v^ ^ of the SEIG as the STATCON is 
directly connected to the terminals of SEIG in parallel to shunt 
capacitance C^ ^ and the load as shown in Figure (5.4). The voltage v^ ^ 
is of 220 volts rms value and is lagging by 90° to the input reference 
current i^  of the STATCON. The dc link voltage V^ ,^ is taken as 700 
volts. 
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Induction Generator 
I 1 
Fig. (5.4) Single-phase one-winding sell-e.xcited induction generator 81:^ 10 with var conipcnsLitor 
(STATCON). 
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5.5 Results and Discussions 
The results of the digital simulation of STATCON are presented 
in two schemes. Scheme 1 has to be fixed capacitor of 50.26|aF and a 
600VAR STATCON in parallel to it while scheme 2 has fixed capacitor 
of 87.4|iF and 300 VAR STATCON in parallel to it. The simulation 
results of the schemes are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. 
The input and output voltages and currents as well as switching 
functions are shown in these Figures. The results are found to be in 
conformity with the theoretically expected results. The results show 
clearly that the input current i,, of the 600VAR STATCON is double 
that i,3 of the 300VAR STATCON. The situation is same for dc link 
current I<j,. This indicates that the 300VAR STATCON will have the 
components with half the rated current compared to that of 600VAR 
STATCON. Hence the scheme with 300VA STATCON is more 
economical. For both STATCONs, the dc link voltage V^^ varies in the 
same range. 
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Fig. 5.5 Performance of STATCON var compensator (scheme 1) continued. 
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Fig. 5.5 Performance of STATCON var compensator (scheme 1). 
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Fig. 5.6 Performance of STATCON var compensator (scheme 2). 
5.6 Conclus ion 
The design and modeling of STATCON is presented here to 
regulate the voltage of single-phase one-winding SEIG. Two options of 
compensating the var required by the SEIG are given. For each option 
the design of proper var compensator (STATCON) has been carried 
out. The performance of each STATCON has been verified using the 
digital simulation. The 300VAR STATCON with fixed shunt capacitor 
C^h of 87.4 i^ F is found to be more economical as it requires low 
current ratings for the circuit elements which reduce their sizes and 
cost. 
CHAPTER 6 
STATCON BASED REACTIVE POWER CONTROL 
OF SINGLE-PHASE SELF-EXCITED INDUCTION 
GENERATOR (SEIG) 
6.1 Introduction 
The voltage and frequency of the self-excited induction 
generator SEIG can be regulated by compensating the reactive power 
(var) required by the machine and varying load. The required var has to 
change at the given prime mover speed and load power factor at 
varying loads. To provide needed var to both SEIG and varying load 
STATCON based control scheme is suggested here. STATCON based 
var compensator has a number of advantages as discussed in chapter 2. 
In this chapter, the STATCON based closed loop control of 
terminal voltage of SEIG is explored. 
6.2 Block Diagram of the Scheme 
The schematic diagram of STATCON based var control scheme 
of single-phase self-excited induction generator SEIG is shown in 
Figure 6.1. The closed loop control scheme is composed of two loops. 
The upper closed loop is used to control the q-axis component of the 
STATCON reference current (i^^*) while the lower one is used to 
control the other d-axis component i^J'. 
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Constant var requirements of SEIG and load are met through a 
fixed capacitance C^ ^ connected at the terminals of the generator. For 
the purpose of voltage control during varying load, the additional 
demand of reactive power (var) is met through the STATCON. The 
construction of the STATCON used here has been discussed in Chapter 
5. While the dc bus capacitors of STATCON are used as energy storage 
and providing self -supporting dc bus, its ac terminals re connected 
through the ac filtering inductor L to the SEIG terminals. 
The control technique used in this scheme to regulate the 
terminal voltage of SEIG is based on the control of the reactive 
currents of STATCON. The control process involves the sending of the 
peak value of SEIG terminal voltage (V|.p j^,,,) and comparing it with the 
reference peak voltage V^ ^^ .p^ ,;.. The resulting peak error Voltage V^ .^ ^^ ;^  
is processed in the upper loop proportional integral (PI) controller. The 
output of the upper PI controller (I^ qm*) controls the amplitude of the 
reactive current supplied or absorbed by the STATCON. 
The unit vector u is a single-phase sinusoidal function 
computed by dividing the terminal voltage of SEIG (Vt) by its peak 
value Vi.pg,;,. Another unit vector w is derived by phase shifting it by 
an amount of 90 degrees (leading) with respect to unit vector u. The 
multiplication of w vector with the output of the upper PI controller 
(^ csqm*) gives the q-axis component of the STATCON reference current 
('esq*)- ^'^'s is ^he current required to be supplied by STATCON in 
order to regulate the voltage of SEIG at a set reference value. This 
current leads its corresponding terminals voltage by 90 degrees for 
positive sign of the controller output. Alternatively it lags by 90 
degrees with the corresponding voltage for the negative sign of the 
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controller output. This implies that the STATCON may operate in 
capacitive and inductive modes respectively for positive or negative 
sign of the controller output. 
The d-axis component of the STATCON reference current (1,^/) 
is computed to charge the dc bus capacitors (Cj, and C^,) to constant 
level. For computing i^ ^^ *, the dc bus voltage is sensed in the lower 
loop of the control scheme and compared with dc reference voltage 
d^cref The dc error voltage V^ .^^^ is processed in the lower loop PI 
controller. The output of this PI controller (Icsdm') decides the peak 
value of the d-component of the STATCON reference current (i<.s<j')- By 
multiplying the output of lower PI controller (l^sdm ) ^V the u vector, 
the d-axis component of the STATCON reference current (i^d) is 
obtained. The STATCON reference current i^/ is determined by the 
sum of its quadrature (q-axis) and inphase (d-axis) components (i^ ^^ * 
and i „ ; ) . 
The STATCON current i„ is controlled in the hysteresis band 
AI^  by the hysteresis controller. This control process is performed by 
comparing the sensed current signal at the output of STATCON i^^ with 
the reference current signal i^/ within hysteresis band Al„ and making 
the switching actions of switches S^  and Sg accordingly. 
6.3 Operat ion Principle of S E I G - S T A T C O N Control 
Scheme 
The reactive power var exchange between the STATCON and 
SEIG system is directly proportional to the quadrature (q-axis) 
component of STATCON current (i^^*) which in turn depends upon the 
voltage error Vj^ „. When the voltage error is zero, the reactive current 
exchange will remain at constant level. When the SEIG peak voltage 
C^ t-pcak) is less than the peak reference voltage V^ ,f.peak (positive voltage 
error), the quadrature component (i^^*) of STATCON reference current 
is computed so that the STATCON supplies leading current. The 
switching function derived the hysteresis current controller increases 
the amplitude of the output voltage of the SEIG system. Then the 
current flows from the STATCON to the SEIG system through the filter 
reactance and the STATCON supplies a leading reactive (capacitive) 
power to the SEIG system. In case the voltage of the SEIG system 
i^-peak is greater than the reference voltage V^ jf.p^ i^^ , the reference current 
is computed so that the STATCON current lags the corresponding 
voltage by 90 degrees. The switching function in the hysteresis current 
controller reduces the output voltage of the SEIG system. The 
STATCON consumes leading reactive power. 
The semiconductor switches of the STATCON S^  and Sg have 
finite losses. These losses should be supplied by ac source otherwise 
the energy stored in the dc capacitors will be used and dc voltage will 
start reducing. To compensate the losses of the STATCON switches 
and capacitors, a small phase difference (i.e. the angle delta 5) is 
allowed between the SEIG output voltage v, (v^J and the output 
voltage of the voltage source inverter (e„) . For this purpose, the d-axis 
component of the STATCON reference current is computed to charge 
the capacitors and to control the active power flow from the ac system 
to the STATCON. 
For proper operation of the control scheme, the output current 
generated by the STATCON (i„) should follow the waveform of the 
computed reference current i^/. For this process, the STATCON is 
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controlled by hysteresis current control method. The method controls 
the switches S^  and Sg in the inverter asynchronously to ramp the 
current through the inductor L up and down so that it follows the 
reference current i^/ in the form of hysteresis band window Al^ .^ When 
the current tries to exceed the upper hysteresis band a negative voltage 
is applied by the inverter to the inductor. This causes the current in the 
inverter to decrease in the direction of the lower hysteresis limit. Once 
the current reaches the lower limit, a positive voltage is applied by the 
inverter causing the current to increase towards the upper hysteresis 
window boundary and the cycle repeats. The switching frequency f^^ is 
controlled by changing the width of hysteresis band AI„, the size of 
inductor L and the dc voltage V^^ applied by the inverter. The fast 
ON/OFF switching operation of switches S^  and S[j forces the 
STATCON current i^ ^ to follow its reference current i^ *^. 
6.4 Control Strategy 
It is well known that in case of single-phase synchronous link 
converter, the dc link capacitor voltage V^^ is superimposed with 
second order harmonics ripple. If the dc voltage is sensed and 
compared with reference dc voltage command W^^^^^ to control the 
amplitude of reference current i^^/, the source current will also have 
second harmonic distortion. In order to eliminate this distortion, the dc 
link voltage is sensed and the harmonics present are filtered out. The 
inclusion of this filter introduces a delay in compensation process and 
hence transient response deteriorates. In the proposed control strategy 
the filter is eliminated and the magnitude of the capacitor voltage is 
sampled at every positive zero crossing instant of supply voltage. Thus 
the distortion in i^ /^ is avoided without employing a filter. The block 
diagram of the scheme is shown in Figure 6.3. 
Fig. 6.2 The output waveforms of component of SEIG-STATCON closed-loop control 
scheme. 
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Fig. 6.3 Bioclc diagram of lower control loop of the STATCON regulated SEIG. 
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6.5 Mathematical Modelling of Closed-loop SEIG-
STATCON Control Scheme 
Mathematical model of SEIG STATCON control system consists 
of the modeling of SEIG and STATCON. The mathematical model of 
SEIG is already obtained in chapter 4 while the modeling of the 
STATCON is detailed in chapter 5. 
6.5.1 Estimation of STATCON Reference Current i„' 
As common in the generalized machine theory (GMT) of the 
single -phase induction machine, the main winding voltage v^^^  is taken 
as a reference and the auxiliary winding voltage v^ ^ is leading v^ ^ by 
90 degrees. The reference voltage v^ ^ is given by: 
Vas=V,^sina;t (6.5.1) 
hence v^ ^ = V^ ^^  sin(a;t + 7r/2) = V^ ^^  coscot (6.5.2) 
where V„,, = V,.p,3, = the peak value v,^  or v^ .^ 
In the present analysis, we are going to consider only single-
winding, single-phase induction generator, hence auxiliary winding and 
corresponding voltages and currents will not be considered. 
As shown in Figure 6.2, the unit vector u is in phase with the 
output voltage v, (v^J and is obtained by dividing v^ ^ by its peak vale, 
hence 
u = ; ^ (6.5.5) 
max 
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The unit vector in quadrature with v^ (w) may be derived by 
taking the quadrature transformation of unit vector u. Hence it is given 
by: 
w = ju = V-Tu (6.5.6) 
The STATCON reference current i^/ consists of two components: 
quadrature (q-axis) component i^ '^ and inphase (d-axis) component 
'csd- ^^^ quadrature component i * is derived from the voltage error 
between the peak value of the SEIG y^.^^^^, (^max) ^^^ set reference 
voltage y^ef-pcak- Thus the voltage error V„.p^ ,;^  at the n-th sampling 
instant is: 
^er-pealc(n) ~ ^ref-peak(n) " ^l-peak(n) ( O . J . / ) 
The output of the upper loop PI controller at n-th sampling 
instant is expressed as: 
^csqm{n) ~ ^csqm(n-l) "^ ''^pq I "er-peak(n) " "er-peak(n-l) / ^ i q "er-peak(n) ( 6 . J . 0 ) 
where Kp^  and K^^ are respectively proportional and integral gains of 
the upper loop proportional integral (PI) controller and superscript '* ' 
represent the reference quantity. The quadrature component of the 
STATCON reference current i^ ^^ ' is then estimated by: 
'esq* =Icsq ,n*-W ( 6 . 5 . 9 ) 
where w = j u = sin (wt + ;r/2) = cos a>t (6.5.10) 
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The inphase component of STATCON current i^ /^ is responsible 
for maintaining the dc bus voltage V^ ,^  at specified level. The i^ .^ / is 
derived from the voltage error between the dc bus voltage V^^ and the 
reference dc bus voltage V^ j^ ^^ .^ Hence the dc bus voltage error V^ ^^ , at 
the n-th sampling instant is given by: 
*^dcer(n) "" ^dcref-(n) " *dc(n) ( 0 . J . 1 i ) 
The output of the lower loop PI controller over the dc bus 
voltage of STATCON at the n-th sampling instant is expressed as: 
^csdm(n) ~ 'csdm(n-l) '^pd 1 "dcer(n) " ^dcer(n-l) i "*"'^id "dcer(n) ( 0 . 3 . 1 / ) 
where Kp^  and Kj^  are respectively the proportional and integral gains 
of the lower loop PI controller. 
Then the inphase component of the STATCON reference current 
( i „ / ) is expressed as: 
i„d*-Icsd,;-" (6.5.13) 
where u = sin G>t (6.5.14) 
Thus the STATCON reference current i^ ./ is estimated by: 
' c s ' = ' c s ; + ' c s d * ( 6 . 5 . 1 5 ) 
6.5.2 Modelling of Hysteresis Current Controller: 
The ON/OFF switching patterns of the gate drive signals to the 
switches S^  and Sg generated from the hysteresis current controller 
(comparator) is mathematically represented as: 
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if 'cs - 'csu ' switch S^  is ON and switch Sg is OFF i.e. 
SA = 1.0 
SB - 0.0 
if i^ ^ < j^ i^^ ,^ switch S^  is OFF and switch Sg is ON i.e. 
SA = 0.0 
SB-1.0 
where: 
'csup ='cs*+hb = iR+-Y-
= the STATCON current i^^ at the upper limit of hysteresis band 
window AI„, 
. . . . . Al, 
'csio« -'cs -hb-iR - — 
= the STATCON current i^ ^ at the lower limit of hysteresis band 
window Al^  
and hb = ——= half band of the hysteresis window. 
2 
6.6 Approximate Transfer Function of DC Link Voltage 
Loop The rate at which the dc link capacitor voltage responds to 
the change in reference source current is analyzed here. Although the 
dynamic response of the dc link voltage has no effect on instantaneous 
compensating feature of the scheme, a mathematical model is required 
for stability analysis and hence for determining the parameters of the 
PI controller. The principle of average power balance is used to 
determine the approximate model of the dc link loop of the 
compensator. This is valid since the magnitude of the reference current 
does not change within a cycle of source voltage (as it is sampled once 
in a cycle). 
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The line diagram of the STATCON connected to SEIG is shown 
in Figure (6.4). Derivation of mathematical model of this system is 
based on following assumptions: 
(1) SEIG is an ideal voltage source and contains no harmonics 
(2) Only the fundamental components of currents are considered as 
the harmonic components do not affect the average power 
balance expressions. 
(3) Losses of the system are lumped and represented by an 
equivalent resistance K^^^^ connected in series with the inductor 
L. 
(4) Ripple in the dc link capacitor voltage is neglected. 
Considering Figure (6.4) 
v,=V2V,sincyt (6.5.1) 
if^=yf2l^sm{Q}t-(^) (6.5.2) 
where v, =the terminal voltage of SEIG, V 
V, =the rms value of Vt, V 
V„,ax=V, p^^;^=V2V,=the peak value of v,, V 
i^ , =the main winding current of SEIG, A 
I^ ^ =the rms value of i^, A 
and I^j^ "^^21^^ =the peak value of i^,, A. 
Since the current of SEIG i,^  is assumed to be lagging its voltage v, by 
an angle ^ , hence the rms value of SEIG current I^ , can be written as: 
lM=lMp+JlMq (6.5.3) 
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Fig. 6.4 The line diagram of var compensator (STATCON) connected to SEIG. 
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Fig. 6.5 The transfer function model of the open loop compensating plant. 
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Fig. 6.6 The transfer function model of the closed loop compensating plant with PI 
controller. 
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Similarly the rms value of the STATCON current I„ can be written as: 
Ics-Icsp+JIcs, (6.5.4) 
where 
Ii^ p and I^ jp are respectively the inphase components of the SEIG 
and STATCON currents (I,^ and I^J and 1,^ ^ and 1^,^^ are respectively 
the quadrature components of the SEIG and the STATCON currents (1^, 
and I„). 
Using KCL, the rms value of the load current I^  is given by: 
l L = l M p + J l M q - ( I c s p + J I c s q ) 
= T T +- rT T ^ ( 6 . 5 . 5 ) 
As STATCON compensates reactive current to the SEIG hence 
J ^ esq ~ J ^ Mq 
Thus 
^L ~ ^Mp " ^csp 
. _ (6.5.6) 
or I C S P = I M P - I L 
The input power to the STATCON PST-^ .^ is given by: 
PsTAT-V,I,,p (6 .5 .7 ) 
The power loss Pi^ ,^^ in the STATCON resistance R|„„ is given by: 
P|os . = ( I c s p ' + I c s q ' ) R , o s s ( 6 . 5 . 8 ) 
The average rate of change of energy associated with inductor L is 
given by: 
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p = 
dt •L(I„p+JIcsq)' 
Considering 1,.^ ^ to be constant for a particular operating point, P,^ ^ wil 
be as: 
d 
P = 
dt 
ILI ' 
2 "" 
(6.5.9) 
The average rate of energy absorbed by the capacitor C^ is given by: 
dV. 
P =C V 
cap d dc j ^ 
dc (6.5.10) 
The relationship between \^^^ and V^ ^ can be obtained by equating the 
average rate of change of energy associated with ac link and dc link. 
Hence 
V I -I • R -I - R -— 
cs csp csp loss esq loss j . 2 "^  
= C V ^^'" 
'd ' d c dt 
(6.5.1 1) 
If a small perturbation AI^ p^^  is applied to the inphase component o{ the 
STATCON current about the steady state operating point \^^^^, the dc 
link voltage will also get perturbed by a small amount AV^ ^ about its 
steady operating point V^^ ,^ therefore 
Icsp-Icspo+AI,,p, (6.5.12) 
and 
Vac - V,,„ + AV,, (6.5.13) 
Substituting these values into equation (6.5.11) and neglecting high 
order differential terms, the small signal perturbation equation is 
related as follows: 
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I C S P O L | A I „ ^ , = V , , „ C , | A V , , (6.5.14) 
The steady state equation from equation (6.5.1 I) is; 
r T _T 2 D _ T 2 D 
cs cspo " cspo loss " esq loss V „ I _ - L j R , „ . - I e s o ' R | o s s = 0 ( 6 . 5 . 1 5 ) 
Subtracting this equation from equation (6.5.14), the linear relationship 
between AI^ jp^  and AV^ ^ is obtained as: 
(Ves-2R,ossIcspo- LI„po-s)AI„p. =C,V,,„.s.AV,, (6.5.16) 
AVH 
or T7^(CaV, ,„ . s ) = V„-2R,„„ I„^ -LI„^ . s 
cspr 
From this equation the transfer function model of the STATCON for a 
particular operating point is obtained from this equation as follows: 
AVdc(s)_^cs -2 R loss ^ cspo 1 LI^ 3p„ 
Alcspr(s) C,V,,„ s 'v , , „C, 
or 
G,(.)=^^X^ = i - 5 (6.5.17) 
AI„p,(5) s 
where 
V 2 R I 
A = - ^ bs^^sp^ (6.5.18) 
C V 
and 
LI 
B - T - ^ (6.5.19) 
Since the transfer function of the zero order hold ( Z . O . H . ) is: 
1-e-^ ^ 
G,(s) = (6.5.20) 
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Hence the transfer function of the overall system will be given as 
follows: 
G,(s) = G,(s).G,(s) 
A. B (6.5.21) 
s^"s 
(1-e-^') , 
The sampled data model in z-domain is obtained as: 
AT AT-Bz+1 
where T = 20ms, as peak value of Vt is sampled at an interval of 20ms. 
The block diagram of open loop model of this system is shown in 
Figure 6.5. 
For 600 VAR STATCON, the values of constants A and B are 
calculated as 5607.87 and 8.64 respectively. Hence equation (6.5.22) 
will be given as: 
113.16-8.64z 
G3,(z)= — (6.5.23) 
For 300VAR STATCON, the values of constants A and B are calculated 
as 1 1325.76 and 2-4 respectively. Hence for this case equation (6.5.22) 
will be given as: 
227.51-2.4Z 
G J z ) - • (6.5.24) 
z-1 
When a PI controller is connected to the open loop model o\' Figure 
(6.5), the model shown in Figure (6.6) results and the overall transfer 
function of this system will be as follows: 
G(Z) = G D ( Z ) . G , ( Z ) (6.5.25) 
where GD(Z) is the pulse transfer function of the digital PI controller 
which is given by: 
or 
G„(z) = (Kp ,+KJ 
K pd 
z-1 
GD(Z) = K 
K 
z-
pd 
K 
z-1 
(6.5.26) 
where K = Kp,+Ki, 
and Kpj and K|j are proportional and integral gains of the upper loop 
PI controller. 
Substituting values of G5,(z) and G[5(z) from equation (6.5.22) and 
(6.5.26) respectively into equation (6.5.25), the overall transfer 
function G(z) of the system, shown in Figure 6.6(c), becomes as 
follows: 
K. 
K 
G(z)=-
z-
•pd 
K 
(AT-Bz + 1) 
(z-l)(z-l) (6.5.27) 
For 600VAR STATCON, G(z) will be: 
K 
G(z) = -
z-
'pd 
K 
(113.16-8.64z) 
(z-l)(z-l) (6.5.28) 
Here there are 2 poles at z = l and one zero at z = 13.1 
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For 300VAR STATCON, G(z) will be: 
K 
G(z) = -
•pd 
K (227.5 l-2.4z) 
(z-l)(z-l) 
with 2 poles at z = l and one zero at z = 94.8, 
(6.5.29) 
Using the system transfer functionsG(z)'s the designing of PI 
controller for the smooth control of the system is obtained by pole 
placement method (175). The performance of the lower loop is checked 
by digital simulation and the response is shown graphically. From the 
results of this simulation, the performance of this loop during 
increasing and decreasing of the dc reference voltage V^ ,^^ ,^. is shown in 
Figures (6.7) and (6.8) respectively. 
The initial guess for the PI controller gains for the upper loop is 
obtained using Ziegler-Nichols method (176) for smooth control in the 
upper loop. When both lower and upper loops were considered as 
shown in Figure 6.1, retuning of PI controllers had to be done to 
achieve satisfactory performance of the whole system. The final values 
of gains of both PI controllers are respectively found lo 
be: Kpj =0.2696, K,^  = 0.379125, K ,^ = 0.024 and K,^=0.09 for system 
with 600 VAR STATCON. 
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Fig. 6.7 Performance of the tower control toop during an increase in the 
reference dc voltage Vdcref (continued). 
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6.7 Digital Simulation of SEIG-STATCON Control Scheme: 
The digital simulation of this system as shown in Figure 6.1 has 
been carried out using 750W single-phase SEIG (details given in 
Appendix I) with 306 W resistive load. Simulation algorithm has been 
developed on the basis of the mathematical model of the control 
scheme developed. The inputs of the simulation program were the 
standard reference voltage V f^.p^ j. and dc reference voltage V^ ^^ ,^, dc 
link voltage V^^ , parameters of both SEIG and STATCON, fixed shunt 
excitation capacitance C ,^,, speed of the SEIG rotor, peak current rating 
of STATCON and the gains of PI controllers (K^^, K^ ,^ K,^  and K,„) 
used in the system. The entire mathematical model of SEIG-STATCON 
control scheme is defined by a set of differential equations in terms of 
six variables. These are: 
(1) q-axis component of SEIG stator current i^^i^s ^ Ks ^ ^M )• 
(2) q-axis component of the SEIG rotor current referred to q -axis of 
the stator i^ ^ . 
(3) d-axis component of the SEIG rotor current referred to d-axis of 
the stator i^/. 
(4) q-axis component of the SEIG stator 
voltage Vq^ Cv,,, = v„,, ^v,^ =v, =v, ). 
(5) Reference current of the STATCON, i^/. 
(6) DC capacitor (dc link) voltage V^^ of the STATCON. 
Euler's numerical integration technique was used for solving the 
differential equations with step size of O.lfas. 
Voltage regulation of SEIG system within this scheme is studied 
for the following conditions: (1) voltage regulation for load 
disturbance, (2) voltage regulation during change of the reference 
voltage V,,f.p,,,. 
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Fig. 6.8 Performance of the lower control bop during a decrease in the 
reference dc voltage Vjcref (continued). 
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6.8 Results and Discuss ion: 
The results obtained from the digital simulation are studied to 
verify the effectiveness of STATCON control scheme in controlling the 
terminal voltage of SEIG. The situation of system operation before and 
after switching on the STATCON and during the variation of reference 
voltage V^ f^.p^ ,^  is also studied. The STATCON was switched on at three 
seconds after starting generator and then subjected to voltage reference 
r^ef-peak Variations at t = 4 seconds and at t = 6 seconds. Load disturbances 
are applied at t = 7 seconds and at t = 8 seconds. The responses studied 
are the voltage terminal v^ ^ (or v^^), the main current of the SEIG, i^ ^^ . 
input and output currents of the STATCON i^ ,^ and I^ ,,, output dc bus 
voltage of STATCON Vj^  etc. These results are discussed in the 
following sections: 
6.8.1 Starting Transients 
First the shaft of induction generator is rotated at constant speed 
at rated value. The excitation begins with connection of precharged 
capacitor C^ ^ ^^  ^^^ terminals of the generator. The SEIG terminal 
voltage builds up until attaining steady state value. The responses 
during this interval are illustrated in Figure 6.9. 
6.8.2 Transient during Connection of STATCON 
At an interval of 3 seconds after the starting instant the 
STATCON is connected and its closed loop control is activated. The 
results ' are also illustrated in Figure 6.9. From this Figure, the 
following points are observed: 
(I) The dc capacitors of the STATCON were initially charged at 
Vj^  = 700 V before starting the STATCON operation. During the 
operation, the dc capacitors were charging with the help of the 
antiparallel diodes across the switches S^ and Sg of the STATCON. 
(2) The steady state voltage of SEIG settled to 311V peak (i.e. 220 V 
rms) during the build up operation. The oscillation in the SEIG voltage 
and current used to occur during the switching on of STATCON were 
minimized by optimum selection of parameters of the PI controllers 
used in the control scheme. 
(3) the STATCON input and output currents i„ and I^ ^ were zero 
before its switching on. After the switching on of the STATCON, these 
currents are established. As the shunt capacitance C^ ,, is provided to 
produce 220V, no additional var is supplied by the STATCON. Very 
small ijj and I^ ^ flow just to maintain the dc bus voltage and to make 
up for the losses. 
6.8.3 Response to Step Change in Voltage Reference V^ f^p^ ^^ . 
A step decrease in terminal voltage command is applied at 4 
seconds after exciting the generator. The terminal voltage reduces 
smoothly. To decrease the voltage, the STATCON absorbs the leading 
KVA. The currents i^ ^ and I^ ^ increase in magnitude. The dc bus 
voltage Vjj, now varies in a wider range. The response is given in 
Figure 6.10. Again at 6 seconds after excitation, the reference voltage 
command makes a step change to original value of 31 IV, peak (or 
220V rms). 
6.8.4 Response to Step Change in Load Circuit 
The system is subjected to load current disturbances at 7 seconds 
and 8 seconds after excitation. The responses are illustrated in Figure 
6.11. It is observed that the closed loop restores the voltage effectively 
to original rated level. 
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Fig. 6.9 Dynamic response ofSElG-STATCON system under voltage build 
up and STATCON switching on (continued). 
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Fig. 6.9 Dynamic response of SEIG-STATCON system under voltage build 
up and STATCON switching on. 
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Fig. 6.10 Dynamic response of SEIG-STATCON system supplying resistive 
load under sudden variations in reference voltage Vref.peak (continued). 
Fig. 6.10 Dynamic response of SEIG-STATCON system supplying resistive 
load under sudden variations in reference voltage Vrei-peak-
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Fig. 6.11 Dynamic response ofSEIG-STATCON system supplying resistive 
bad under bad disturbance (continued). 
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6.9 Conclusions 
The SEIG-STATCON closed-loop feedback control scheme was 
presented in this chapter to regulate the terminal voltage of single-
phase self-excited induction generator SEIG and to control it smoothly 
during sudden load disturbances and step change of reference voltage 
\ef-peak- ^hc overall mathematical model of the scheme was developed. 
The design of controllers used in the scheme was also carried out for 
smooth control of the system. Using the developed model, the digital 
simulation program was formulated to check the validity and the 
performance of the system. The results of the program were presented 
graphically. The results indicate a satisfactory voltage regulation for 
step changes in voltage command and load disturbances. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 
7.1 Conclusion 
Due to the high cost and difficulties of connecting the power 
grid supply to the isolated and rural areas, autonomous generation is 
becoming popular. For small scale autonomous generation, one-
winding single-phase self-excited induction generator SEIG is 
considered to be suitable. In this work, single-winding single-phase 
SEIG has been studied in detail. Main conclusions inferred are given 
below: 
(i) A simplified approximate method is proposed to evaluate the 
performance of the single-phase SEIG. The required range of 
change of var to maintain constant terminal voltage for load 
and speed variations have been found out. The results arc 
experimentally verified, 
(ii) On the base of the parameters and inherent characteristics of the 
SEIG, the dynamic mathematical model of the machine has 
been developed for obtaining its transient analysis. The 
dynamic model of the machine was also used in some further 
analyses like checking performance of the designed var 
compensator (STATCON) of SEIG and the analysis SEIG-
STATCON var control scheme. By the dynamic model, the 
digital simulation algorithm has been constructed for 
determining the dynamic performance of the machine. The 
transient analysis of SEIG was a counterpart of the steady stale 
analysis of the machine but in alternative way. Therefore, the 
transient performances of the machine obtained here were used 
to verify the results obtained experimentally and theoretically 
in the steady state analyses. Both results of these analyses have 
been compared and found close to each other. 
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Two options for choosing the rate of var compensator 
(STATCON) required to regulate the terminal voltage of SEIG were 
proposed. These options have been suggested on the basis the 
estimation of var requirement obtained in the steady state analysis of 
regulated SEIG. The designs of both rated STATCON's selected have 
been given. The mathematical modeling the STATCON has also been 
developed for further use in formulating the digital simulation 
algorithm for the system. The validity and performance of selected 
STATCON's with SEIG has been determined by the digital simulation 
program. The performances of both STATCON's with SEIG were found 
as expected theoretically. 
A single-phase self-excited induction generator SEIG with 
STATCON based voltage regulator under resistive load was presented. 
The STATCON based voltage regulator provided a desirable feature 
synchronous converter operating in inductive and capacitive modes to 
the SEIG without using ac capacitor or inductor except an electrolytic 
capacitor in the dc bus. Thus it eliminates the size and complexities of 
the system which dominates its overall functions when SEIG is used in 
a stand-alone power system at remote places. The use of STATCON 
improves the dynamic performance and reliability of SEIG also helps 
the machine to be saved from de-excitation during the severe condition 
of load change. These advantages of using STATCON based voltage 
regulator in SEIG will reinforce the technology of small power 
generation from non conventional energy sources. In this work, the 
closed-loop feedback STATCON based reactive power (var) control 
scheme was proposed for obtaining proper voltage regulator and 
smooth control during the load disturbance and variations in both of 
the reference voltage V^ ^^ .p^ ^^ . and the reference dc voltage V^ i^ .^ ^^ , The 
mathematical modeling of the scheme components was developed. The 
digital simulation algorithm based on this model was also formulated. 
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From the simulated results, it is concluded that STATCON- SEIG var 
control scheme acts as an ideal voltage regulator of SEIG system and 
performs smooth control during the load disturbance and sudden 
change in the desired voltage. It can also be concluded that this control 
scheme may help the machine to run at its maximum capacity. 
7.2 Scope of Future Work 
1. This work was concerned on the analysis and reactive power 
compensation scheme of the stand-alone single-phase one-winding self-
excited induction generator SEIG. Application of the same work and 
control technique with suitable modification for two-winding single-
phase SEIG can be a potential research area. Further a three-phase 
SEIG could be an interesting extension of the present work. 
2. Since the analysis of SEIG-STATCON var compensation control 
scheme has been carried out for the resistive load case, it can be done 
for the inductive and resistive load cases. 
3. System studies of the proposed SEIG-STATCON var compensation 
control scheme in connection with a experimental work as it has been 
performed only for steady state analysis and the determination of 
parameters characteristics of machine. 
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APPENDIX I 
A single phase, cage induction motor is selected for computation. The ratings and 
parameters of the machines are as follows: 
Voltage 
Current 
Power 
Frequency 
Poles 
RM 
R, 
X|w = X,, 
220/230V 
7.6A 
750W 
50Hz 
4 
3.70hm 
2.360hm 
3.7260hm 
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